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In the one hundred and forty years since Alexander Graham Bell and others invented
the telephone in 1876, telecommunications have been an integral part of human life. At the
center of telecommunications is the switchboard, the device that connects one telephone
subscriber to another. The switchboard was originally manned by a human operator but
was soon replaced by automatic electronic switchboards. This equipment is one of the
ingredients that allowed the telephone network to grow to a global network of cables and
local exchanges.
With the advent of computer networks in the 1970s, every feature of this telephone
network has been implemented in the packet network with new protocols. Telephone devices
and equipment also went through a major transformation. In the network edge, smart
desk phones, powerful mobile handsets such as iPhones and Android phones, and even
web browsers are replacing regular telephones. In the network core, software switches are
replacing automatic switchboards.
This thesis looks in depth at telephony server clusters, the modern switchboards at the
core of a packet-based telephony service. The most widely used de facto standard protocols
for telecommunications are the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) and the Real Time Protocol
(RTP). SIP is a signaling protocol used to establish, maintain, and tear down communication
channel between two or more parties. RTP is a media delivery protocol that allows packets
to carry digitized voice, video, or text.
SIP telephony server clusters that provide communications services, such as an emer-
gency calling service, must be scalable and highly available. We evaluate existing commer-
cial and open source telephony server clusters to see how they differ in scalability and high
availability.
We also investigate how a scalable SIP server cluster can be built on a cloud computing
platform. Elasticity of resources is an attractive property for SIP server clusters because
it allows the cluster to grow or shrink organically based on traffic load. However, simply
deploying existing clusters to cloud computing platforms is not good enough to take full
advantage of elasticity. We explore the design and implementation of clusters that scale in
real-time. The database tier of our cluster was modified to use a scalable key-value store so
that both the SIP proxy tier and the database tier can scale separately. Load monitoring
and reactive threshold-based scaling logic is presented and evaluated.
Server clusters also need to reduce processing latency. Otherwise, subscribers experi-
ence low quality of service such as delayed call establishment, dropped calls, and inadequate
media quality. Cloud computing platforms do not guarantee latency on virtual machines
due to resource contention on the same physical host. These extra latencies from resource
contention are temporary in nature. Therefore, we propose and evaluate a mechanism that
temporarily distributes more incoming calls to responsive SIP proxies, based on measure-
ments of the processing delay in proxies.
Availability of SIP server clusters is also a challenge on platforms where a node may fail
anytime. We investigated how single component failures in a cluster can lead to a complete
system outage. We found that for single component failures, simply having redundant
components of the same type are enough to mask those failures. However, for client-facing
components, smarter clients and DNS resolvers are necessary.
Throughout the thesis, a prototype SIP proxy cluster is re-used, with variations in the
architecture or configuration, to demonstrate and address issues mentioned above. This
allows us to tie all of our approaches for different issues into one coherent system that is
dynamically scalable, is responsive despite latency variations of virtual machines, and is
tolerant of single component failures in cloud platforms.
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In the one hundred and forty years since Alexander Graham Bell and others invented the
telephone in 1876, telecommunications have been an integral part of human life. At the
center of telecommunications is the switchboard, the device that connects one telephone
subscriber to another. The switchboard was originally manned by a human operator but
was soon replaced by automatic electronic switchboards. This equipment is one of the
ingredients that allowed the telephone network to grow to a global network of cables and
local exchanges.
With the advent of computer networks in the 1970s, every feature of this telephone
network has been implemented in the packet network with new protocols. Telephone devices
and equipment also went through a major transformation. In the network edge, smart desk
phones, powerful mobile handsets such as iPhones and Android phones, and even web
browsers [49] are replacing regular telephones. In the network core, software switches are
replacing many generations of manual and automatic switchboards such as Service Switching
Points (SSP) that supports Signaling System No. 7 (SS7) [29].
This thesis looks in depth at telephony server clusters, the modern switchboards at the
core of a packet-based telephony service. The most widely used de facto standard protocols
for telecommunications are the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [90] and the Real Time
Protocol (RTP) [96]. SIP is a signaling protocol used to establish, maintain, and tear down
communication channel between two or more parties. RTP is a media delivery protocol
that allows packets to carry digitized voice, video, or text.
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SIP telephony server clusters have to be scalable and highly available. We evaluate
existing commercial and open source telephony server clusters to see how they match up to
some of these requirements.
We also investigate how a scalable SIP server cluster can be built on a cloud comput-
ing platform. Infrastructure-as-a-service platforms [83] [117] enable applications to adopt
real-time scalability - one that is measured not in days or months but in minutes. This
property of cloud computing is attractive for voice service providers for both expected and
unexpected traffic patterns. A voice service provider may save costs by scaling up servers
as much as needed during busy holidays and then freeing server resources for other uses
during non-holiday periods. Also, sometimes there are unexpected sudden spikes in voice
usage, for example, when there is a major disaster or denial-of-service attacks. Dynamic
scaling on a cloud computing platform has the potential to handle both cases economically.
However, simply deploying existing systems on cloud computing platforms does not make
it dynamically scalable.
Another problem of migrating SIP server cluster to cloud computing platforms is vari-
able latency due to resource contention with co-hosted virtual machines. SIP telephony
server clusters on cloud computing platforms need to reduce processing latency; otherwise,
subscribers experience low quality of service such as delayed call establishment and dropped
calls. Node failures, such as virtual machine reboots, are also a problem in cloud computing
platforms.
The following sections explain these problems, challenges, and our proposed solution at
a high level.
Motivation: Next Generation 9-1-1
The goal of Next Generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) [112] [68] is to migrate emergency calling
systems from legacy TDM telephone network to an IP network. There are two types of
challenges in NG9-1-1. The first type of challenge arises from limitations of the IP network.
These challenges include acquiring the location of the caller and routing a call to the correct
destination using the geographic location of the caller. The second type of challenge arises
from the need to implement existing and new features using an IP-based signaling protocol
2
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such as SIP [90].
To route an emergency call, it is necessary to acquire the geographic location of the call
and find the nearest Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP).1 Multiple methods of location
acquisition, one of which is to build a location database for Cisco Ethernet switches, are
presented. Also, we implemented features needed by the PSAP, such as language-based
routing, using SIP. Chapter 3 contains the details.
Evaluation of commercial SIP server clusters
Many vendors offer commercial and open source SIP server clusters. Understanding the
differences between the clusters is difficult because each vendor invented their own architec-
ture and terminology to describe the product. To address this challenge, we first identify
common abstract elements of SIP server clusters, and then use the elements to build an
evaluation framework. The framework allows us to directly compare different architectures
and find out about some aspects of high availability and scalability of the products. Details
are in Chapter 4.
SIP proxy clusters on cloud computing platforms
Cloud computing platforms are great for scalable applications due to their elasticity. We
designed a SIP proxy cluster to fully utilize elasticity and included an auto-scaling mech-
anism to the cluster. This is described in Chapter 5. Also, we observe that latency varies
greatly on cloud computing platforms because of resource contention with neighboring vir-
tual machines in the same host. To avoid high latency variations for real-time services such
as SIP server clusters, we propose a latency-based load distribution policy to mitigate the
problem in Chapter 6.
Reliability
Components within a SIP server cluster may fail anytime. We observe, under laboratory
conditions, how a single component failure propagates to become an overall system failure.
1A Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) is a call center that receives emergency calls and dispatches
help to the caller in distress.
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• Design and implementation of emergency call features using SIP
• A prototype used by other companies and research institutions interested in IP-based
emergency calling
Understanding SIP server clusters
• Identification of common abstract components in SIP server clusters
• Introduction of a framework to compare different SIP server cluster architectures
Migrating SIP proxy clusters to cloud computing platforms
• Design of a scalable SIP proxy cluster with auto-scaling mechanisms
• Introduction of components to support latency-sensitive applications in cloud com-
puting platforms




This chapter presents the background material relevant to this thesis. The backdrop of the
thesis is mainly Internet telephony and Section 2.1 is dedicated to an exposition of relevant
materials for the rest of the thesis.
The requirements of a telephony server cluster are presented in Section 2.2. It is against
these requirements that server clusters are designed, implemented, and evaluated in the
thesis. The requirements are not exhaustive. They are focused on scalability and high
availability of server clusters.
Also included in this chapter is background material on areas traditionally considered
unrelated to telephony. For example, telephony server clusters utilize a common technique
called server farms [12, 19], which are also used to serve page requests on the World Wide
Web. Scalability and high availability of server farms have been studied under the web
context for many years. A lot of techniques successfully applied to web farms can also be
applied to telephony server clusters. There are, however, important differences between web
service and telephony service to the point where techniques successfully used for web farms
do not necessarily translate to successful adaptation in a telephony server cluster. Similar-
ities and differences between the World Wide Web and Internet telephony are explained in
Section 2.3.
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2.1 IP telephony protocols, applications, and architecture
Telephony protocols
Internet telephony is supported by a combination of protocols that work together to deliver
a range of communication experiences. Protocols such as the Session Initiation Protocol
(SIP) [90] and Real Time Protocol (RTP) [96] support two fundamental aspects of commu-
nications, namely signaling and media delivery, respectively. Supportive functions, such as
accounting and authentication, are supported by other protocols like DIAMETER [31].
While all of these protocols work together in an Internet telephony system, each protocol
is independent from another. For example, RTP is used in IPTV (Internet Protocol Tele-
vision) services and VOD (Video-on-Demand) systems that do not use SIP for signaling.
SIP can be used without RTP, for example, when it is used as a text delivery mechanism
or when it is combined with other media transport protocol such as Media Session Relay
Protocol (MSRP) [17].
An explanation of SIP and RTP follows. SIP is explained in more detail than the others
because this thesis focuses on the signaling aspects of telephony systems.
SIP is for signaling
The Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) is an application layer protocol designed with the
purpose of establishing, modifying, and tearing down communications between two or more
parties. An ongoing communication between remote parties is called a dialog or a session.1.
Being an application protocol, it runs on top of TCP/IP transport layer protocols like
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram Protocol (UDP), Transport Layer
Security (TLS), and Stream Control Transmission Protocol (SCTP) [104].
The basics of the protocol are best explained using a SIP trapezoid diagram and a
ladder diagram shown in Figure 2.1. With SIP, a session between two parties is established
1In RFC 3261, the SIP standard, dialog is defined as “a peer-to-peer relationship between remote parties
that persists for some time”. Session is defined as “a collection of participants, and streams of media
between them, for the purposes of communication.” A session may contain multiple dialogs. In one-to-one
communication, a session contains one dialog and the terms may be used interchangeably.
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Figure 2.1: The SIP trapezoid diagram to top and the ladder diagram underneath illustrate
how packets travel between SIP components. The INVITE transaction establishes a call
and the BYE transaction tears it down.
with an INVITE transaction. The purpose of an INVITE transaction is twofold: first, to
notify the other party of the intention to establish a session, and second, to negotiate the
characteristics of the call if the other party is available and willing to answer it. During
negotiation, the two parties agree on whether the call would be a voice call or a video
call and what codec will be used for each media. Once negotiation is completed, a dialog is
established and media streams start to flow between the two parties via another protocol like
RTP. During this phase of the call, participants may re-negotiate call media, for example, to
downgrade a video call to an audio-only call. Re-negotiation is accomplished with another
INVITE transaction called re-INVITE transaction. Finally, a BYE transaction tears down
the call when either of the two parties hangs up.
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Messages and headers
SIP messages are text-based and are syntactically similar to HTTP messages. Messages
beginning with verbs like INVITE, CANCEL, or BYE are called SIP requests, much like
GET, POST, and DELETE requests in HTTP. SIP responses have status codes such as
“200 OK” if the callee picked up the phone, or “486 Busy here” if the callee is currently
busy taking another call.
SIP message headers play a vital role in synchronizing transaction and dialog state. For
example, a SIP dialog is identified by values in the Call-ID header and local/remote tags in
the From and To headers. SIP message headers also guide routing decisions. A SIP entity
that needs to make a next-hop routing decision is informed by values in SIP headers such
as Via, Route, and Record-Route.
Transactions and state machines
Each SIP request begins a SIP transaction, like the INVITE request starting a new
transaction shown in Figure 2.1. SIP transactions are categorized as INVITE transactions
and non-INVITE transactions. The main difference between the two is that an INVITE
transaction creates dialog state, which is a synchronized state among participants of a ses-
sion. Non-INVITE transactions are usually simple one-request-one-response transactions,
like a “BYE request → 200 response” transaction. Non-INVITE transactions may modify
or terminate dialog state but do not create a new one.
Every SIP entity participating in a transaction follow formal state machines as a trans-
action user as defined in RFC 3261 [90]. There are three types of transaction users defined
in SIP: user agent client (UAC), user agent server (UAS), or proxy. A UAC initiates a
transaction and a UAS responds to UAC requests. A proxy forwards a request or response
to the next hop. These roles only last during the lifetime of a transaction.
SIP entities
SIP network entities are built on top of transaction users. There are three types: SIP
User Agents (UA), proxy servers, and Back-to-Back User Agents (B2BUA).
A SIP user agent (UA), like a SIP phone or SIP software, is usually both a UAC and a
UAS during the lifetime of a dialog. For example, when Alice calls Bob, Alice’s SIP software
8
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generates an INVITE message intended for Bob. Alice’s software is acting as a UAC and
Bob’s software is acting as a UAS. After the call, Bob may hang up first. In this case, Bob’s
software acts as a UAC because it is the one initiating a BYE transaction.
Proxy servers usually act as proxy transaction user when forwarding messages on behalf
of a UAC or UAS. However, proxy servers could also process UA registrations, a mechanism
that allows a SIP endpoint to update how it can be reached in the near future. In this
case, the proxy server is acting as a UAS (recipient of a REGISTER message) during that
transaction.
The third type of SIP entity, called Back-to-Back User Agent (B2BUA), consists of
two user agents that act as one entity. For example, one side of the B2BUA may face the
external network while the other side faces the internal network. These entities are useful
for hiding the internal SIP network by having one UA interact with the external network
while the other interacts with the internal network. Unlike a proxy server, there is clean
separation of SIP state in the two UAs within a B2BUA. SIP application servers are usually
back-to-back user agents.
RTP is for media
The Real-time protocol (RTP) [96] is a standard Internet protocol for delivering audio,
and video over a packet network. RTP is also used to deliver real-time text over packet
networks [115]. A single RTP packet delivers a small fraction of a second of audio or
video data. Therefore, forward error correction algorithms can somewhat hide call quality
degradation from packet loss. However, quality degradation due to delayed packet delivery
is not as easy to hide. Therefore, UDP is preferred over TCP for RTP streams because
UDP does not enforce flow control and congestion control algorithms. Also, RTP headers
include timestamps and sequence numbers to keep track of the timeliness and the order of
media packets.
Every RTP stream has a payload profile associated with it. A payload profile defines
the kind of codec used to encode the media. Examples of commonly used audio codecs
range from G.711, which encodes human voice with 8000 Hz sampling like the traditional
telephone, to Opus [113], which was developed by Skype [65] to encode human voice and
9
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other sounds like music for delivery over varying network bandwidth.
While RTP is a critical component of telephony services, it is independent from signaling.
This thesis focuses on the signaling aspects of telephony services and does not address media
delivery or media quality.
Telephony applications
Telephony applications are software-based applications residing in SIP server clusters that
integrate a mix of telephone features to serve a particular communications need. For ex-
ample, a group of customer representatives may receive calls in their respective homes with
the help of “work-at-home” application, even though these calls were dialed to a toll free
number. When a representative dials back, the caller ID is set to the toll free number
instead of the representative’s home phone number so that the customer knows the calls is
coming from a known source. The call may be elevated to a conference call with a manager,
if needed. These are examples of telephony applications that range from the very complex
(conference) to the simple (caller ID), in terms of software development.
Telephony applications are not limited to routing a call from source to destination,
like traditional telephone services. An application could be linked to a scheduling service
like web calendars to make an automatic notification call or send an alert SMS message.
Another example is an application that calls a user for two-step authentication so that the
user can verify herself to an online banking site.
Traditional telephony application, namely call switching, can be implemented with a
cluster of SIP proxy servers. However, to implement the more complex “work-at-home”
example above, a SIP application server would have to be deployed in the cluster. The
architecture of telephony systems is presented next.
Architecture of an Internet telephony system
The simplest Internet telephony service can be built with a DNS server, a SIP proxy server,
and a database server. DNS servers map a SIP domain to a SIP proxy server so that a
SIP client’s message for a particular domain reaches the correct authoritative server. Proxy
servers route calls and handle client registrations. Lastly, database servers store client
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Figure 2.2: A simple IP telephony service architecture with a DNS server, SIP proxy server,
and a database server
account information such as authentication credentials and the client’s current IP address
and port.
Figure 2.2 shows a telephony service built using the three components. Subscribers can
use any SIP UA embedded device such as a SIP phone, desktop application, or a mobile
app. As mentioned in previous sections, proxy servers will route calls to the appropriate
destination if the callee is available. Otherwise, the call will fail with an error response
like “Busy” or “Not Found”. Once a call is established between participants, RTP media
streams flow directly between them.
More components need to be added to this architecture to provide additional features to
subscribers. For example, most governments around the world mandate a ‘phone tapping’
feature. In order to tap into ongoing calls, the RTP media stream must flow through a
server instead of flowing directly between participants. A bare-bones media server simply
relays RTP packets from one participant to another. A more complex media server supports
transcoding, recording, compression, and other types of media processing.
As another example, subscribers may want to call non-SIP devices, like a regular phone.
A SIP-PSTN gateway must be included in the architecture to provide this feature. A gate-
way converts SIP packets to Signaling System #7 (SS7) protocol [29], a standard signaling
protocol for PSTN networks. It also converts RTP media streams to analog waveforms used
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Figure 2.3: IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) architecture
to convey voice on telephone lines.
IP multimedia subsystem
The IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) [1] is a telephony service architecture standardized
by 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP), the global cellular network standards orga-
nization that also standardized Third Generation (3G) services and Long Term Evolution
(LTE) services. The IMS architecture is designed to support features that cater to the needs
of mobile phone service operators. Examples are authentication and charging, support for
roaming, and optimizations such as signal header compression for wireless networks [80].
The IMS standard defines three layers: network, IMS core, and services. The network
layer is a catchall layer for different types of access networks, such as cellular networks,
PSTN networks, and IP networks. The IMS core layer handles all aspects of session man-
agement including user registration, session creation, authentication, routing, and termina-
tion. The service layer provides value-added services on top of the IMS core capabilities
like conferencing or voice call continuity [80].
Figure 2.3 shows the various types of Call Session Control Functions (CSCF), databases,
and support functions that comprise the IMS core architecture. Proxy-CSCFs are the
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first point of contact for User Equipment (UE), the user’s SIP-enabled device like an LTE
cell phone. Proxy-CSCFs are responsible for SIP compression, IPsec authentication and
encryption, call record generation, and emergency call detection. Service-CSCFs handle
registrations, session management, and call routing. It interacts with the Home Subscriber
Server (HSS) to retrieve or record user data, such as the user’s credentials and current
location. Interrogating-CSCFs (I-CSCFs) handle calls coming from other operators or other
networks like the public Internet. CSCFs are implemented with SIP proxy servers or SIP
back-to-back user agents.
IMS is far more complex than the simple telephony service described earlier. However,
the IMS core architecture is implemented with SIP proxies and back-to-back user agents
just like a simple telephony service. We believe our research findings on SIP server clusters
are applicable to both simple telephony services like proxy clusters and complex ones like
IMS.
2.2 Requirements of a SIP server cluster
SIP server clusters have common requirements despite the diverse set of applications that
run on the cluster. The requirements stated here are by no means exhaustive as the main
concern is lies in the functional requirements, scalability, and high availability of server
clusters.
It is helpful to see what an ideal SIP server cluster would look like from the outside,
that is, from the SIP user agent’s point of view. At the highest level of abstraction, a SIP
server cluster is simply a SIP application: a proxy, a user agent client, a user agent server,
or a back-to-back user agent.
An ideal SIP application should “just work” all the time. More specifically, the server
cluster should be functionally correct according to SIP specifications and the client should
not be aware of any failure within the SIP server cluster (highly available). Also, any
number of clients should be able to use the application (scalable).
The following sections describe high-level requirements of a SIP server cluster. Details
of these requirements are described in Chapter 4.
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Functional requirements
One requirement of a SIP server cluster is to give the client an illusion that it is interacting
with a single, functionally correct SIP application. Another way to view this requirement
is to see it as a state synchronization problem. The illusory SIP application’s state is,
in reality, distributed across different components within the server cluster. A SIP server
cluster should coordinate these distributed internal states so that it consistently presents a
functionally correct SIP application state to a client.
Consider a single server setup for a voicemail application. During a voicemail session
with a SIP client, the server stores SIP dialog state (SIP-layer state), along with the IP
address and port of the client (network-layer state), TCP state (transport-layer state), and
call application state (application-layer state) such as the index of the voicemail that the
caller is currently listening to. All of these different states are stored in one machine.
In a server cluster, the network-layer and transport-layer states are stored in load bal-
ancers, SIP-layer state are stored in SIP servers, and business logic state are stored in
databases. The SIP client expects all the states to be coordinated correctly and presented
coherently. Functional issues surface when components in the SIP server clusters do not
coordinate well. For example, if there are multiple load balancers in the cluster, care must
be taken to send all SIP messages consistently to the client using one load balancer - the
load balancer that received the client’s first SIP message. Otherwise, network-layer state
mismatch between the SIP client and the SIP server cluster will present issues like incor-
rectly forwarded or dropped packets. This issue is explained in more detail in Section 7.6
of Chapter 7.
High Availability
In order to differentiate varying degrees of availability, we adapt the “Availability Level
Spectrum”, originally developed for transactional servers by the analyst IDC [32], to tele-
com services. The availability level (AL) ranges from AL1 to AL4. Commercial telecom-
munications services aim for AL3 or AL4. For telephony services, we define the availability
levels as follows:
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AL4 3 3 3
Table 2.1: States that need to be backed up in order to achieve desired availability levels.
AL1 In the event of a failure, the SIP service is unavailable until the failure is repaired.
AL2 Service remains available. Although calls are interrupted, they can be re-established
if the users call in again.
AL3 All calls stay up but some ongoing SIP transactions may need to be repeated.
AL4 Any failure is transparent to the users.
Another way to see this requirement is to view it as a state backup and recovery problem.
Table 2.1 illustrates this view.
Scalability
The scalability requirement mandates that any performance bottlenecks within the cluster
can be handled with relative ease such that it can be scaled out to handle more call load
by adding resources. For example, if the problem is determined to be lack of CPU power
to process SIP messages, it should be operationally easy to add extra CPU power to the
cluster. Likewise, the cluster should make it operationally easy to add additional storage
in case the total number of sessions it can handle is bounded by memory. For network
bandwidth scaling, multiple clusters can be deployed.
Cloud computing platforms like Infrastructure-as-a-Service (IaaS) platforms enable ap-
plications to scale up or down in minutes. To take advantage of the dynamic scalability of
the platforms, real-time load monitoring and feedback, fast configuration, and rapid self-
assembly of a server cluster is required on top of the operational ease of scaling. A SIP
server cluster deployed on an IaaS platform should be able to grow and shrink organically
to satisfy application needs.
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2.3 Comparisons with the Web and HTTP
Telephony service and the World Wide Web are arguably two of the largest services deployed
around the globe today. The two systems serve a different purpose. The Web is a distributed
hypermedia system designed with the goal of providing “a shared information space where
people and machines could communicate” [14]. True to its original purpose, the Web has
grown into a massive virtual space that contains resources such as documents, data, videos,
and applications that people would like to share and consume. In contrast, a voice service
is fundamentally a routing application that connects people. A resource in a voice service
is the other person or organization that a customer wants to talk to.
There are, however, noticeable similarities between the two systems in terms of server
cluster design and implementation. This is due to the fact that both systems are converging
on similar techniques, such as favoring commodity hardware over specialized hardware,
utilizing distributed memory caches for fast and reliable data storage, and lately, being
deployed on cloud computing platforms.
Therefore, a question arises on whether telephony server clusters and Web server clusters
are in any way different. Are there important differences between the two systems that
warrant a study of IP telephony server clusters separately from web server clusters?
To answer this question, we compare the architectural design principles of the two sys-
tems. The high level comparison is an architectural comparison, based on the requirements
of the respective systems.
Comparison of architecture design principles
Representational State Transfer (REST) [35] is an architectural style that shaped the evolu-
tion of the World Wide Web and the Hypertext Transport Protocol (HTTP). As the name
implies, the authors of REST view the Web as a big state machine. When a user clicks
a link, a state transition occurs and the user sees the next state (web page) via a repre-
sentation of the state (HTML). Although the actual implementation of the Web does not
exactly match the REST architectural style due to historical reasons and other extensions
like client-side cookies, REST fundamentally drives the web architecture.
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The basic principles of REST are, among many, abstract definition of a resource, sepa-
ration of concern between client and server, and caching.
A resource is “any information that can be named” [35]. Examples of a resource are web
document, balance in a bank account, or a list of employees in a company. Each resource
is given a resource identifier, i.e., a Uniform Resource Location (URL), with which a client
can retrieve the resource for consumption. It is up to the authors of the identifier to decide
the semantics of their resource identifiers. Representation of the resource is also left for the
authors to decide. For example, a list of employees may be sent using JSON or HTML.
Lastly, the client may manipulate the list of employees using a representation of the desired
state.
The client-server model achieves “separation of concern” [35]. Clients are responsible
for user interface and user state. Servers are responsible for data storage. Servers do not
store client context and can be made completely stateless in the sense that session state is
offloaded to another service like databases.
Caching was introduced to reduce client-server interaction over the network. This leads
to improved scalability and performance on both the client and server. Caches are most
useful when the read-to-write ratio of a resource is heavily biased to read operations. Static
web contents fit in this category.
Telephony service is fundamentally a distributed routing application. It is somewhat
similar to the Web in that it is a global system coordinated by multiple authoritative
organization.
However, in contrast to the Web where the semantics of resource identifiers and repre-
sentation of resource state are decided arbitrarily by the authors of the resource, there is a
strict mutual agreement of these resource properties in a telephony service. A ‘resource’ in
a telephony service is more narrowly defined as a service subscriber or a telephony service
like voicemail. These resources are identified by phone numbers or newer identifiers like SIP
URLs. The state of these resources and their representations are also standardized. For
example, a desired resource may be busy answering other calls and the client would receive
a “486 Busy” SIP response for that call.
Also, unlike the Web, a client does not cache the state of resources. The resource state
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like ‘busy answering other calls’ is usually only temporary and can become stale any minute.
Therefore, a telephony system does not make use of extensive caches like the Web does.
Performance of a telephony service is more dependent on the network than the Web.
Lastly, separation of concerns via the client-server model is also used in telephony ser-
vices. Clients are responsible for maintaining user state and decoding media streams for
presentation to the user. Servers are responsible for storing various metadata about re-
sources like the current IP address of a subscriber’s phone. However, unlike the Web,
servers are not authoritative entities of the state of a resource, i.e., subscriber’s phone.
Also, the servers need to store transaction and/or session state for the duration of a call.
In terms of server clusters, these differences such as servers that store state and no
caching of signals or data leads to differences in server clusters. In this sense, it is similar
to a subset of web applications that are transaction-based like banking applications.
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Next Generation 9-1-1 :
Transitioning from legacy phone
system to Internet telephony
3.1 Introduction
Transitioning from the old circuit-switched telephone network to the IP network opens up
new opportunities to improve emergency calling services. First, callers can use a wide range
of media, such as video, text, pictures, and voice. Second, data is easily shared between
caller and call taker. This is useful when a call taker needs to pull up the caller’s health
records or receive data about the caller’s car. Third, call takers can receive calls off-site by
accessing the emergency call system over the network. For example, a call taker who is not
on duty may be re-enlisted to take calls from home using her laptop if there is a wide-scale
emergency. She would have access to call controls, call logs, and maps that she has been
trained to use.
The U.S. Department of Transportation (USDOT) and the National Emergency Number
Association (NENA) has taken the initiative to layout future steps for the evolution of Next
Generation 9-1-1 (NG9-1-1) [112] [69] [70]. NG9-1-1 is the name for an emergency calling
infrastructure that is completely implemented on top of Internet protocols. An NG9-1-
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1 system has to support both current requirements and new features made feasible by
transitioning to the Internet Protocol (IP).
However, the transition to IP networks poses various challenges. Some challenges come
from the IP network itself. In the old landline telephone network, an emergency call is
always a local call and is easily routed to the nearest call center. Acquiring the precise
caller location is trivial as well because each landline telephone number has an associated
home or office address. In IP telephony, a caller’s IP address may point to a much larger
geographic range. Therefore, caller location must be determined by other methods, such as
the use of Global Navigation Systems like GPS or GLONASS.
Other challenges come from the need to implement existing or new features using an
IP-based signaling protocol such as H.323 [51] or the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [90].
Emergency text messaging, callback routing, call queues, call overflows, language-based
routing are some of the examples.
The main research contributions of this work are twofold: first, in discovering SIP-
based solutions to emergency calling features and, secondly, in implementing a prototype
system that has been used for further research outside of the home institution at Columbia
University.
3.2 Related work
Schulzrinne et al. [95] and Mintz-Habib et al. [66] proposed an emergency services architec-
ture and implemented a working prototype for VoIP networks based on the Session Initiation
Protocol (SIP). The work described in this thesis is a substantial extension of the original
work, guided by the latest standards and best practices of two working groups within the
Internet Engineering Task Force: the Emergency Context Resolution with Internet Tech-
nologies (ECRIT) Working Group [46] and Geographic Location/Privacy (geopriv) Working
Group [47]. Our prototype has been used for further research in emergency communica-
tions [101] [121] [23].
There are other related research publications on emergency calling systems. For exam-
ple, Chandrasekaran et al. [21] describes how modern smart phones can be used as sensors
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Figure 3.1: Control flow for handling a VoIP emergency call
in an emergency situation. This helps call takers assess the caller’s situation without hav-
ing to speak to the caller. Rebahi et al. [85] describes an implementation of an emergency
calling service prototype on top of IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS). This work is very
similar to ours, since it is based on the same guidelines from the ECRIT and GEOPRIV
working groups. While our work focused on verifying the technical feasibility of principles
and concepts proposed by ECRIT and GEOPRIV, Rebahi et al. [85] focused on applying
the principles and concepts to the IMS architecture.
3.3 Description of the NG9-1-1 architecture
Figure 3.1 shows the flow of an emergency call. First, a call must be identified as an
emergency call. Rough location1is acquired, which is then used to route the call to the
correct Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP). Once the call reaches a PSAP, it is directed
to one of the available call takers. Precise location2of the caller is needed at this time for
help to be dispatched by the call taker. The NG9-1-1 system is designed to control the
entire call flow.
As shown in Figure 3.2, the NG9-1-1 system can be divided into two separate net-
works. One is the call origination network, which represents the various communications
services available to the end user. These can be cellular networks, public switched telephone
networks, enterprise networks, and residential DSL-type networks. The other piece is the
Emergency Services Network (ESN), which represents a dedicated, authority-controlled,
2Rough location is location information good enough to route a call to a PSAP. For example, an area
covered by the cell tower handling a call is good enough to route a call to a county PSAP. Precise location,
on the other hand, is location information used by dispatchers to send help where it is needed. Precise
location is either a “dispatchable address”, i.e. street address, or coordinates within 50 meters of the caller.
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Figure 3.2: Emergency services system architecture
SIP-based network for emergency response coordination. The NG9-1-1 system deals with
civilian-to-authority communication but not authority-to-civilian communication. There-
fore, all calls originate from call origination network and route to the Emergency Services
Network. This architectural design is based on specifications from the ECRIT working
group [46].
Some problems are best solved in the call origination network. One problem is the
determination of caller’s location when the caller is using VoIP services. The location
problem arises from the fact that Internet Access Providers (IAP) may be different from
Application Service Providers / Voice Service Providers (ASP/VSP). While ASPs/VSPs
deliver calls, IAPs are the ones who know the end user’s location [97]. NG9-1-1 system
addresses this problem with multiple location discovery techniques. These techniques either
allow the end user’s device to discover its own physical location (e.g., Global Positioning
System, HTTP-Enabled Location Discovery [11], Link Layer Discovery Protocol for Media
Endpoint Devices [109], or DHCP [93] [81]), or allow components in the network, such as SIP
outbound proxies, to insert location on behalf of the end user’s device (e.g., DHCP [93] [81]).
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A rough estimate of caller location suffices for routing emergency calls. Once the call
reaches a call taker, precise location is needed to pinpoint the caller on a map and to send
help to the caller. For example, knowing that a caller is in Manhattan is enough to route
the call to one of five New York City Public Safety Answering Points (PSAPs). But to
map the caller, the PSAP needs to know that the caller is at 1214 Amsterdam Avenue or
at 40.8083 latitude and -73.9601 longitude.
The routing problem has to be solved at both the call origination network and in the
Emergency Services Network. The call must be routed, based on originating physical loca-
tion, to an Emergency Services Network, specifically to a SIP proxy within the ESN called
Emergency Services Routing Proxy (ESRP). The ESRP then must route the call towards
the most appropriate Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) using a combination of avail-
able information such as caller’s location, requested media types, caller type (human or
machine), caller’s language preference, and other policies enforced by the authorities.
Once the call reaches a PSAP, it is distributed to one of the available call takers. The
call taker who receives this call is able to communicate with the caller using various media
such as voice, video, and text messaging. The call taker is also able to see the caller’s precise
location on a map and retrieve any available information about the caller, the call, and the
emergency situation.
Details of acquiring caller location and routing calls are described in the following sec-
tions.
Determining the location of the caller
There are many ways to determine the location of an emergency caller and there is no single
solution that works in every situation. Mintz-Habib, et al. [66] proposed and implemented
methods using Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), Global Positioning System
(GPS), and manual entry by users. Here we introduce another solution using the Cisco Dis-
covery Protocol (CDP) [24] and Link Layer Discovery Protocol-Media Endpoint Discovery
(LLDP-MED) [109]. Switches use one of the two protocols to discover devices on a local
area network.
CDP is a Cisco proprietary protocol. All CDP-enabled Cisco switches send periodic
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Figure 3.3: Location determination using CDP
messages to a well-known multicast address. The message interval is usually set to once
per minute. CDP messages contain the name of the switch and the ID of the port that is
sending the message. The area covered by a switch port is small enough to be useful for
emergency calling purposes. Switches cover a floor or half a floor, but each port leads to
a jack in a specific room, so port information yields room-level accuracy. To get location
data from switch and port information, we use a database located in each administrative
domain that contains the mapping between the two.
LLDP-MED, on the other hand, is a standard protocol. The client in a local area
network has to request the switch to get the client’s physical location. Like CDP, each port
has location information associated with it. Unlike CDP, the location database is inside the
switch itself.
Figure 3.3 shows our implementation of using CDP for location acquisition. At startup,
a SIP client called SIPc [120] invokes cdpCap, which listens on the network and sends the
switch and port information to SIPc whenever it captures a CDP advertisement. Then
SIPc queries the central database for the location using switch and port information. The
location is discarded after 65 seconds unless the same switch and port is advertised a minute
later. If the switch and port information changes, then a new query is sent to the database
and the location is updated. However, this method requires network administrators to
manage a central database that contains mappings between switch/port and the physical
location. The additional burden imposed on network administrators would depend on how
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CDP/LLDP-MED Bluetooth DHCP GPS Manual Entry
Outdoors 4
Indoor public area 4 4
Indoor office 4 4 4 4
Home 4 4




Mobile devices 4 4
Table 3.1: Comparison of different location acquisition methods
frequently switches are replaced or moved around, or ports are connected to different jacks.
Table 3.1 shows the merits and drawbacks of different methods of determining the caller’s
location that we’ve implemented. Each method has varying degrees of usefulness in different
situations. There are other methods such as using Bluetooth [38] [66] or compiling mappings
of IP addresses and locations [63].
Routing emergency calls
An emergency call must be routed to an appropriate PSAP based on the location of the
caller. The problem has to be solved at both the call origination network and in the Emer-
gency Services Network. The call must be routed, based on originating physical location, to
an Emergency Services Network, specifically to a SIP proxy within the ESN called Emer-
gency Services Routing Proxy (ESRP). The ESRP then must route the call towards the
most appropriate Public Safety Answering Point (PSAP) using a combination of available
information such as caller’s location, requested media types, caller type (human or machine),
caller’s language preference, and other policy enforced by the authorities.
When location is the main factor in call routing decision, a service called Location-to-
Service Translation (LoST) is used [94, 107]. LoST is a mapping service that translates
location and requested service to a URL where the call can be routed. Both the origination
network and ESRP uses LoST for routing decision. The only difference in LoST behavior is
the granularity of result sent back to the querying client. When queried in the origination
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Figure 3.4: IP PSAP implementation
network, LoST returns the URL of an ESRP that covers one third of the geographical area
of USA. On the other hand, when queried within the Emergency Services Network, LoST
returns the URL of a specific PSAP that typically covers a town or city.
Psapd - an enhanced call controller
The call controller (called psapd) is the main component in our IP PSAP implementation,
shown in Figure 3.4. It is a back-to-back SIP user agent that automatically handles all calls
that are routed into the PSAP and supports advanced functions not possible in one-to-one
communication. In our architecture, the capabilities of an IP PSAP are limited by what
psapd can support. Therefore we had to make sure at the design phase that implementing
additional functions to psapd would be easy.
Psapd is written in C++ and uses the Columbia InterNet Extensible Multimedia Ar-
chitecture (CINEMA) library. The library provides SIP functions and state machines that
comply with RFC 3261, the SIP standard document. With the library, we were able to
design and implement sophisticated call handling logic with relative ease. It is also more
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Figure 3.5: Basic call handling state diagram
reliable and robust partly because the CINEMA library has been thoroughly tested and
used in a wide variety of applications for four years.
Figure 3.5 shows the basic call handling state diagram. A normal call would start from
state 1, pass through states 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, and terminate in state 9. When a call comes into
a PSAP, it is received and accepted by psapd and all media streams are directed to the
conference server. This makes it easy to add more participants later. So, every emergency
call is a conference call and participants are not directly connected to each other; psapd
handles call signaling and the conference server handles media streams. After accepting
the incoming call, psapd selects a call taker and sends a SIP INVITE request to that call
taker along with the caller’s information and the conference server IP and port for media
negotiations. The selection logic is written as a script that is invoked by psapd. This way,
the logic can be customized easily to accommodate different policies of PSAPs. When the
call taker accepts the call, he or she automatically joins the conference and a communication
channel between the caller and the call taker is established. On the call taker side, the
caller’s location and other information are presented graphically using mapping software
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such as Geolynx [41] or online mapping services such as Google Maps [42]. The conference
is terminated and released when the call taker hangs up.
One important enhancement of psapd is faster notification of an incoming call. In the
original prototype, the caller was bridged into the conference before the call taker was
notified of the incoming call. With psapd, we changed the order so that the call taker is
notified first, bridged into the conference upon acceptance of call, and then bridging the
caller to the conference. This way, the call taker is alerted quickly and the caller is not
confused by the silent pause until the call taker is bridged in.
There can be many exceptions to the call. For example, all call takers might be busy
answering other calls. In this case, psapd sends a ‘486 Busy Here’ response. Then the
SIP proxy server may try again at a later time or route the call to another PSAP. The
other alternative is to queue the call within psapd but that is left as future work. Another
exception is a failed conference setup. For example, the conference server could go down
and psapd has to deal with that situation. In this case, psapd returns a ‘500 Server Internal
Error’ response. Again, the SIP proxy may try to route the call to another PSAP.
In addition to basic call handling, we utilized SIP to implement emergency calling fea-
tures such as language-based call distribution, better logging, call back of abandoned or
disconnected calls, and text messaging among call participants. The following subsections
describe implementation details of each feature.
3.4 Implementation of features
Text Messaging
SIP supports text messaging with the SIP method MESSAGE described in RFC 3428 [18].
Text messaging is important in many aspects of IP-based emergency services [71] [33]. First,
it provides a communication channel for the speech and hard of hearing community. Mem-
bers of this community benefit by being able to use various devices that can run SIP clients,
such as PDAs or laptops, instead of using TTY/TDD (Teletypewriter / Telecommunica-
tions Device for the Deaf) that are essentially modems. When text messaging is coupled
with video using these devices, call takers will get a better understanding of the situation.
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Second, it can be used in situations where the caller is afraid of making noise and can-
not speak up. Third, Instant Messaging (IM) users may also be able to access emergency
services using their favorite IM client.
To support text messaging, psapd acts like a multicast router. When one participant
sends a text message it must be copied to all other participants in the call. All participants
are assumed to have text messaging capability. When psapd receives a MESSAGE request,
it distributes the MESSAGE request to all other participants. Participants with text mes-
saging capability typically return ‘200 OK’ response. If delivery failed, then the receiver
returns a 4xx or 5xx response and psapd notifies the sender of the failure with the reason.
Psapd does not send failure responses from participants other than the caller or the primary
call taker. One reason behind this is that it is critical for the caller and the primary call
taker to receive text messages but not as critical for other participants such as the police
trying to reach the caller. Third parties like the police are able to communicate with the
primary call taker via voice channels. Another reason is to prevent the text window from
becoming flooded with failure responses if there are multiple third party participants and
most of them fail to get text messages.
Language-based Call Routing
Psapd is able to route calls based on the emergency caller’s language preference. In our
prototype, there is a database that contains each call taker’s language capabilities and the
relative preference for that language. Preference is displayed as a value between 0 and 1
where 1 means “most preferred”. All call takers are assumed to have a preference of 1 for
the default language of the particular country, e.g., English in the United States. A call
taker who can communicate in two languages with ease can select both languages with a
preference value of 1. In reality, it does not make sense to have a beginner in Spanish select
the language and give it a preference of 0.2. Even if the call came through, the call taker
would not be very helpful to the caller. However, that is beyond the technical aspect of this
feature.
The caller also must select languages and give preference values. SIPc has a language
selection window in which the caller can choose languages in the order of their preference.
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When a call is made, a SIP INVITE request with an Accept-Language header is sent.
We follow the syntax and semantics described in Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP/1.1)
[34]. The values of this header are ISO 639 2-letter language codes that correspond to
the languages that the caller selected and the q-values that give order to the languages
according to the caller’s preference. An example is ‘Accept-Language: en, ko;q=0.8’.
When psapd receives the INVITE request, it invokes the call routing script and supplies
a list of languages in order of preference. The script goes through the list and queries the
database for available call takers who are able to communicate in the language. If one is
found, the call is routed to that call taker. Otherwise, the call is routed to any available
call taker and both parties have to communicate in the default language.
Although not implemented in the prototype, caller preference for SIP [91] is an alter-
native method that can support this feature. Caller preference is a general SIP mechanism
for specifying the caller’s preference on how a server should handle the caller’s requests. A
caller can, for example, tell servers to route calls only to the callee’s mobile devices. When
caller preference is applied to language-based call routing, the main mechanism would be
similar to using the SIP Accept-Language header described earlier in that the preferred
language and the order of preference must be specified in a SIP header.
Language preference is the core problem addressed at the recently proposed Working
Group at the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) called Selection of Language for
Internet Media Working Group (SLIM WG) [48]. A new draft from the SLIM Working
Group proposes to create new ‘humintlang’ attributes in the SDP to convey language pref-
erence [40]. The rationale for using SDP is that human language can be negotiated, just like
an audio codec is negotiated during call setup. However, the draft also states that for emer-
gency calls, ‘humintlang’ attribute can be ignored if language negotiation is not possible.
Ultimately, language preference is an application logic; there is no technical advantage or
disadvantage of using SDP attribute over a SIP header when conveying language preference
but standardization would greatly increase adoption by the industry.
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Ability to Call Back Disconnected Calls
Emergency calls can be disconnected for a variety of reasons. When such an event occurs,
the call taker may have to call back the emergency caller. This is supported in psapd
by accepting calls originating from the PSAP. The call taker’s SIP client has a ‘call back’
button which when clicked will initiate a call to psapd with a special header ‘In-Reply-To’.
The value of this header is the instance number of the disconnected call. Using that instance
number, psapd queries the call log for the emergency caller’s SIP URI and routes the call
to the caller. Psapd establishes the call as a conference call, just like incoming emergency
calls. All call back calls are logged separately but have a link that refers back to the original
disconnected call.
Emergency situations require that calls be not terminated until the call taker decides to
do so. Psapd fulfills this requirement by sending a ‘403 Forbidden’ response whenever the
caller sends a SIP BYE message. We modified SIPc so that it does not hang up when it
receives ‘403 Forbidden’ response. However, this behavior cannot be guaranteed in other SIP
clients because RFC 3261, the SIP standard document, states ‘the UAC MUST consider
the session terminated (and therefore stop sending or listening or media) as soon as the
BYE request is passed to the client transaction.’ Thus, this method currently works only
for SIPc, but may be standardized as emergency call behavior in the future.
Enhanced Logging
Psapd supports better logging by recording data of interests directly to the database. Data
such as the caller SIP URI, the call taker SIP URI, the time that the call was received and
the time that the call taker answered the call are vital and are recorded. All incoming calls
are logged regardless of whether they succeeded or failed in getting through. A separate web
interface of the call log displays this information and allows call takers to append incident
codes and comments to the log. It also calculates and displays call response time, calls per
hour, week, or month, and number of calls received by a particular call taker.
Figure 3.6 shows what a call taker would see while answering an emergency call. This
screenshot shows a SIP client with video support on the top left, mapping software under-
neath the SIP client, and logs of calls on the right.
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Figure 3.6: Screenshots of a call taker’s monitor
3.5 Conclusion
We have presented new ideas and improvements in design and implementation of the emer-
gency services prototype first proposed in [95] and [66]. A new method for determination of
the caller’s location was presented with implementation details. It was compared with other
methods of location determination also implemented in the prototype. Call routing is done
with LoST and ESRP. Lastly, we explained the details of call controller in PSAP (psapd)
and new features added to the system such as text messaging, language-based routing, call
back, and enhanced logging. The improved psapd not only supports more features but also
is more reliable and robust.
The prototype system has been deployed in a live PSAP in Texas and Virginia for testing
and feedback from professional NG9-1-1 operators. The prototype has also been officially
tested by the US Department of Transportation as a proof-of-concept system.
Lastly, NENA Technical Information Document for NG9-1-1 [68] states that “call setup
time (dialing of last digit to ring at the PSAP), under expected peak load shall be less
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than 2 seconds”. We used the logs of our outbound SIP proxy to measure the latency
of our prototype. Specifically, we looked at the time when the SIP proxy first received a
SIP INVITE request from the caller and subtracted it from the time when the same proxy
received ‘180 Ringing’ response from the call taker. The latency on average is 1.6 seconds.
We found that the SIP proxy takes around 1.4 seconds to determine the appropriate PSAP.
The delay is introduced partly from network latency and the processing latency of the
LoST service, and also from the size of the polygon that represents PSAP boundaries in
the backend database [102].
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Evaluation of commercial SIP
server clusters
4.1 Introduction
VoIP service providers need to be able to handle increasing demand for their services while
at the same time making sure that the service is highly available. There are two general
approaches to addressing these problems [108]. One is to scale up, which means supple-
menting existing SIP server hardware so that it handles a higher load, and using advanced
software engineering methods to make the server software more resilient. The other is to
scale out, which means adding more server hardware instances and organizing them into
a SIP server cluster. As a group, the servers in a cluster can process more requests and
also recover from server failures. Scaling out is the approach currently favored by service
providers since it offers better price-performance than scaling up [64]. As a result, many
SIP server vendors offer highly available SIP server cluster solutions.
While scaling out has also been adopted in the web services domain, there are important
differences to consider between the telecom and web services domains. For most web appli-
cations it is acceptable to expect the user to resubmit a browser request (refresh the page)
in the event that an HTTP server fails mid-request. In contrast, it is generally considered
unacceptable for an in-progress phone call to be dropped when a SIP server fails, forcing
the user to re-dial and re-establish their connection. In short, telecom service is expected
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to be more reliable than web service. Also, interactions between SIP servers and clients
are session-based and long-lived. All but the simplest telecom services (e.g., proxying and
registration) require the SIP server to maintain state for the duration of each call serviced.
The expectation of high reliability combined with the need to maintain long-lived state
mean that the requirements for supporting highly available and scalable telecom services
differ significantly from those for web services. Given the relative nascence of SIP server
technology, there exists no standard approach to satisfying these requirements. Instead, SIP
server vendors have developed approaches based on different architectures and technologies.
As a result, there is no straightforward way to ascertain relative strengths and weaknesses
of these approaches.
The results presented in this chapter were motivated by a need to compare different
solutions to high availability and scalability for SIP server clusters. Being able to directly
compare solutions is necessary to support making an informed decision when choosing a
solution for a particular system deployment. It also provides insight into more fundamental
problems associated with supporting high availability and scalability.
In order to achieve this motivating goal, this chapter proposes a framework for evaluating
highly available SIP server clusters. The framework consists of a set of system requirements
and an abstract architecture.
The framework’s detailed requirements, based on high level requirements previously
described in Section 2.2, are properties that are necessary to support high reliability and
scalability for any ideal SIP server cluster solution. These detailed requirements are de-
scribed in Section 4.2. Related work is presented in Section 4.3. The framework’s abstract
architecture, described in Section 4.4, exposes the salient elements of SIP server cluster
solutions. The architecture provides a common terminology for describing a solution and
a means for direct comparison across solutions. In Section 4.5, we show how the abstract
architecture maps to three different vendors’ SIP server cluster solutions and how the con-
stituent abstract elements interoperate for each solution. Finally, in Section 4.6, we provide
a detailed comparative evaluation of the three SIP server cluster solutions with respect to
our framework’s requirements. By doing so we are able to provide insight into the relative
strengths and weaknesses of different approaches for providing high availability and scalabil-
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ity in SIP server clusters. The ability to compare these solutions also serves to demonstrate
the effectiveness of our proposed evaluation framework.
4.2 Specific requirements
This chapter discusses commercial SIP server clusters that are scalable and implement
higher levels of availability, namely AL3 and AL4 2.2, which require that the states of
SIP dialogs and/or transactions be protected. Specific requirements for these SIP server
clusters are presented below. These requirements also serve as evaluation points for the
three commercial SIP server clusters we investigated.
High Availability
Detailed criteria related to the broad high availability requirement include:
Types of failures : A cluster should be able to recover from various hardware and
software failures, including rack failure, machine failure, and software failure.
Simultaneous failures : A cluster is more robust if it can handle a higher number of
failures occurring at the same time.
Shift in workload upon failure : When an element fails, the remaining elements
must take over the load. Therefore, each element must reserve some capacity in
anticipation of a failure. The redistribution of load on the failed element should be
as even as possible such that this capacity overhead can be low and resources can be
used efficiently during normal operations.
Performance degradation after failure : In the event of a failure, the overall system
performance should not degrade substantially. For example, any additional latency in
message processing due to time spent to recover the dialog or transaction state should
be low.
Loss of protection after failure :
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As described above, clusters support different numbers of simultaneous failures. After
this number is reached and before the failed elements are repaired, high availability
is compromised and another failure will result in permanent loss of state. Ideally, a
cluster can automatically adapt and restore protection using the surviving elements.
Scalability
Detailed criteria related to the broad scalability requirement include:
Scaling increment : It should be possible to add resources at small increments to
permit fine-grained tuning of the cluster.
Operational cost of scaling : It should be straightforward to scale a cluster such that
operational costs are kept low for the service providers.
Scaling efficiency : A cluster should allow additional resources to be utilized as fully
as possible. Also scaling out should consume as little additional network bandwidth
as possible.
Down-scaling : A cluster should be able to release resources that are not needed.
Non-uniform scaling : A cluster should be able to add resources with different ca-
pacities.
4.3 Related work
Previous work in this area has focused on specific SIP services at a lower level of availability.
For example, Singh [99] and Kambourakis [56] examine SIP servers that provide registrar
and routing proxy functions. Because of the nature of the service, only application data
(endpoint registrations) needs to be protected against failure. SIP dialog and transaction
states are not protected by these techniques, so services that require statefulness will be
compromised by mid-call failures. For example, a proxy server that also logs call duration
will not operate properly in the event of a mid-call failure. In terms of availability level,
the solutions described in these references only achieve AL2.
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Another work of interest studies the use of virtualization technology [79]. Through vir-
tual machine replication and migration provided by Xen [9] and Remus [27], SIP applications
are protected from failures of the physical host machines on which they run. However, this
solution does not protect against failures in the operating system or application software.
This is because the approach provides complete system state capture and replication, and
as such will propagate application errors to the backup [27].
4.4 Abstract architecture
Because there is no standard terminology to describe components of a SIP server cluster,
different implementations describe their components using different terminology, thus mak-
ing it difficult to understand their commonalities and differences. In order to understand
and compare the functionality of SIP server cluster implementations, we propose an abstract
architecture that both captures the common functionality across different SIP server cluster
implementations, and highlights their differences. By casting different SIP server cluster
implementations in terms of the proposed architecture, we are able to directly compare
them.
In creating the abstract architecture, our goal was to maintain a level of abstraction that
was detailed enough to reveal salient differences with respect to the requirements specified
in Section 4.2, but not so detailed that less important implementation differences were
revealed. The architecture is also intended to be general enough to be applied to future
SIP server cluster implementations. As shown in Figure 4.1, the resulting architecture
consists of four distinct abstract elements: the message dispatcher, the app processor, the
session replicator, and the session store. As will be shown in Section 4.5, it is possible for
an abstract element to map to more than one implementation element. Furthermore, it is
possible for an abstract element to map to more than one host machine. We now describe
each abstract element in turn.
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Figure 4.1: Abstract elements of a SIP server cluster
Message Dispatcher
The message dispatcher receives SIP messages from the external environment and dispatches
them to app processor elements. Upon receiving a message from the environment, the
message dispatcher algorithm determines which app processor should receive the message.
For example, the algorithm may dispatch messages in a round-robin fashion, or it may
dispatch to a particular app processor based on the hash of fields present in the message.
The dispatcher may also add or manipulate message headers prior to dispatching. When
an app processor goes out of service due to unexpected failure or scheduled maintenance,
the dispatcher will cease sending messages to the failed app processor and send them to
other app processors until the app processor comes back online. A message dispatcher may
support app processor affinity, also known as sticky routing; that is, routing subsequent
messages in the same SIP dialog to the same app processor that the initial request was
routed to. In this case, the message dispatcher is said to be SIP aware. To counter host
machine failure, the message dispatcher is deployed redundantly on different host machines.
Message dispatcher instances normally monitor each other for failure. When a dispatcher
fails, another dispatcher will take over for the failed one. Similarly, when a dispatcher comes
online, it will take over some of the load from another instance.
App Processor
The app processor executes service logic in response to receiving a message from the message
dispatcher. For example, upon receiving an initial request, an app processor may react by
instantiating service logic to support voicemail service. In processing the message, the app
processor needs to create and store session state. Session state is an umbrella term that
refers to the three types of call state that an app processor may maintain: transaction
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state, dialog state, and application state. Transaction and dialog state refer to the state of
an individual SIP transaction and dialog, respectively. Application state refers to higher
level state that service logic may maintain. For example, if the voicemail service logic were
implemented as a state machine, then the current machine state would be maintained as
application state. Registration status of client devices is not considered a session state since
it is not a call state but a state of a device.
Processing a message may result in messages being sent from the app processor, for
example, to endpoints or media servers. In some message dispatcher configurations these
messages may be sent via the dispatcher. App processors in a cluster are distributed across
different host machines in anticipation of host failure. In some configurations, more than one
app processor may run on the same host machine in order to better utilize the host machine
resources. App processor instances may monitor one another for failure, or a message
dispatcher may monitor them. In either case, a message dispatcher must be notified when
an app processor fails or comes online. When an app processor fails, the app processor that
takes over must be able to access the session state of the failed app processor; it does this
via a session replicator.
Session Replicator
The session replicator is responsible for storing and retrieving instances of session state
originally created and maintained by the app processor. The session replicator stores session
state replicas on session store instances described below. The session replicator presents a
simple interface to the app processor. The app processor puts a session state instance in
order to store the instance, and it gets a session state instance by providing the replicator
with a session state identifier, where the identifier is normally known a priori by the app
processor.
In storing session state, the session replicator is responsible for serializing the state in
preparation for transport to the (remote) session stores. When a session becomes invalid,
for example, when a call is torn down, the replicator is responsible for purging the session
stores of the associated session state. When a session store goes out of service, due to
planned downtime or unexpected failure, the session replicator is able to access previously
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stored sessions from a replicated session store. While the session replicator is responsible for
replicating an app processor’s session state, the session replicator itself normally maintains
no state of its own. This simplifies failover since another session replicator can take over
from a failed session replicator without having to inherit the state of the failed replicator.
Normally, the majority of the session replicator functionality is co-located with an app
processor. This means that session replicators normally rely on the failover and recovery
mechanisms that support app processors. For those replicator functions that may not be
co-located with an app processor, such as replicating session state across session stores, a
self-monitoring approach akin to that used by the message dispatcher may be used.
Session Store
A session store is responsible for maintaining session state stored by the session replicator.
Session stores are distributed across different host machines in anticipation of host failure.
Session states are stored in memory as they are transient states that are discarded once
a call is terminated. Session stores may monitor one another for failure, or the session
replicator may monitor them. Session store replicas are maintained in replication groups,
where each session store in a replication group maintains identical information. When a
session store fails, the appropriate replicators are notified and the replicators redirect access
to another store in the failed store’s replication group. When a session store comes online,
the appropriate replicators can resume accessing the store.
Session store may get out of sync, depending on the replication scheme adopted by the
session replicator. The IBM Websphere Application Server (WAS) cluster, for example,
uses lazy session replication. How the replication scheme affects availability is described in
the following section.
4.5 Description of commercial SIP server clusters
In this section, we describe the architecture of three SIP application server clusters using
the four abstract elements introduced earlier. The server cluster implementation details
described here have been obtained from publicly available documentation. All of these
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Figure 4.2: Oracle Communications Converged Application Server Cluster
clusters support the Java SIP servlets specification [77]. Figures 4.2, 4.3, and 4.4 show the
different cluster designs. On the right-hand side of each figure is the actual cluster design
with terms used in the product manual. The left-hand side shows the corresponding abstract
elements: the message dispatcher, app processor, session replicator, and session store. The
solid lines show SIP messages and dotted lines show session storage and retrieval.
Oracle Communications Converged Application Server
The Oracle Communications Converged Application Server (OCCAS) architecture, as shown
in Figure 4.2, is broken down into three entities. A load balancer is an implementation of
the message dispatcher. An engine is a software process that combines the app processor
and the session replicator. A replica is a software process that implements an in-memory
session store. Replicas are grouped into partitions, and each partition is responsible for a
subset of all active sessions in the cluster.
An engine does not include the session store element; therefore, it is stateless. When
there is any change in session state, the engine updates the replicas. To process messages,
an engine retrieves session state from replicas. The advantage of a stateless engine is that
if an engine fails, any other engine can resume the session by retrieving state from the
session store. However, there is a cost of always having to store and retrieve state in each
invocation of the session store. To reduce this overhead, engines are configured by default
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Figure 4.3: IBM WebSphere Application Server Cluster
to cache session states locally.1
The session replicator is contained within the engine, meaning that the engine, not the
replica, is responsible for replicating session states. An engine’s session replicator works as
follows: when an engine needs to store session state, a hashing algorithm is applied to the
session state to select a partition in which to store the session state data. The engine then
writes the session state to each replica within that partition.2 Therefore, replicas within
a partition contain identical copies of the session state. This ensures high availability: if
a replica fails, the engine can retrieve state from another replica in the same partition.
Adding more replicas to the partition protects against multiple replica failures. However,
each partition is limited to a maximum of three replicas2 since the bandwidth usage increases
between engines and replicas as the number of replicas increase.3
As for the load balancer, any type can be used since the engines are stateless and are
able to process any message by retrieving the latest state from a partition. However, a
SIP-aware load balancer would be able to take advantage of the local cache in the engines.1
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IBM WebSphere Application Server
The IBM WebSphere Application Server (WAS), as shown in Figure 4.3, supports high
availability by providing two cooperating components. The first component, labeled WAS1
to WAS4, is referred to as the SIP container, and provides the app processor, session store,
and session replicator functions. The second component, labeled Proxy1 to Proxy3, is
simply referred to as a SIP proxy, which provides part of the message dispatching function.
The SIP containers are grouped into replication domains, statically assigned by the
administrator. Containers within a replication domain are in reciprocal primary-backup
relationships: the containers back each other up. Up to three containers can be grouped in
a replication domain, though IBM recommends two containers per replication domain for
performance reasons.4
The container stores and replicates session state from the primary container to the
backups as required; thus, it is the container that provides the session store and session
replication functions. The session replicator within the container connects to its peers in
the same replication domain. The replicator sends periodic heartbeats over this connection;
failure conditions are detected by sensing connection termination. Once failure is detected,
active sessions in the session store of the failed container are reassigned to the session store
of another container in the same replication domain, and the change is reported to the SIP
proxies. Since all members of the replication domain maintain the same session state, no
migration of data is required at failure time and the backup container can begin processing
immediately.
The SIP proxy servers ensure that incoming messages are directed to the appropriate
SIP container based on two criteria. First, the appropriate replication domain is determined
by inspecting certain headers of the incoming message. If the message is part of a known
session, then the message is proxied to the primary SIP container corresponding to that
session. If the message does not correspond to a known session, then the proxy chooses
1 [76] page 6-1
2 [76] page 1-6
3 [76] page 3-3
4 Replicating SIP Sessions section in [45]
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one of the available replication domains and proxies the message to a SIP container in that
domain.
Multiple SIP proxies can be employed for scaling and redundancy; each SIP proxy is
capable of routing messages to the proper SIP container. When multiple proxies are used,
a load balancer that the IBM product manual calls an IP sprayer is deployed in front of the
proxies. This load balancer does not need to be SIP aware. Unlike the SIP container and
SIP proxy, which are tightly coupled, the IP sprayer may or may not be supplied by IBM,
as its only task is to distribute load (to SIP proxies) using any desired algorithm. Thus
the message dispatching function is split between the IP sprayer (for distribution) and the
SIP proxy (for affinity). All incoming messages pass through the IP sprayer and one of the
proxies; outgoing messages bypass the IP sprayer.
Mobicents SIP Servlets Server
Mobicents SIP Servlets Server (MSS) [87] is an open source SIP servlets container that
runs on top of Apache Tomcat application server [5] (MSS for Tomcat) or Red Hat JBoss
application server [86] (MSS for JBoss). Since MSS for Tomcat does not support clustering,
the description below applies only to MSS for JBoss.
Mobicents provides a SIP load balancer and a SIP servlets server. To avoid confusion
with the general meaning of these terms, we will call them Mobicents load balancer and
Mobicents server, respectively. The Mobicents load balancer implements the message dis-
patcher. The Mobicents server is a single software process that internally includes, among
other parts, two components, the Mobicents container and the JBoss Cache. The Mobicents
container implements the app processor and a small part of the session replicator function,
namely the object serialization/deserialization. JBoss Cache [105] is an application-agnostic
distributed cache that the Mobicents container uses for reliable storage of session states.
JBoss Cache implements the session replicator and session store functions.
In the default configuration of a Mobicents server, JBoss Cache instances find and
communicate with each other using a shared multicast address and cluster name. The
cache instances use 1 Buddy Replication, which means that session state is replicated to
the cache instance that is “next in line” as shown in Figure 4.4. The cache instance that
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Figure 4.4: Mobicents SIP Servlets Cluster
holds the replicated session state is called “buddy”.
JBoss Cache provides the appearance of one large cache for all Mobicents servers in
the cluster. When a Mobicents container needs to store session state, it internally calls a
method provided by the JBoss Cache API. JBoss Cache makes sure that the session state
is replicated to the buddy cache instance for high availability. When a Mobicents server
fails, any other Mobicents server can take over since its JBoss Cache instance can retrieve
the replicated session state from the buddy cache.
Due to this property of JBoss Cache, the Mobicents servers are essentially stateless.
Therefore, like OCCAS, any type of load balancer can be used. The suggestion from Mo-
bicents is to use a SIP-aware load balancer such as the Mobicents load balancer to make
efficient use of the local JBoss Cache instance.5
4.6 Evaluation of clusters
In this section, we evaluate the three SIP server clusters in terms of high availability and
scalability requirements described in Section 4.2. Although the clusters have different ar-
chitectures and implementation elements, they can be compared directly as they have been
decomposed into the four common abstract elements as described earlier in Section 4.5.
5 [98] Section 5.3 Load Balancer
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Figure 4.5: Common deployment topology for evaluation
High Availability
A cluster supports high availability of sessions if it implements the session replicator abstract
element. Without the session replicator, a session store failure leads to lost sessions. Such
clusters can only achieve availability levels up to AL2. The session replicator is implemented
in all three clusters described in Section 4.5. Session state is replicated between replicas in
OCCAS, between SIP containers in WAS, and between Mobicents servers’ cache buddies
in MSS. OCCAS can recover from a sudden failure of the session store, thereby achieving
availability level AL4. For the other two clusters, whether a session can be recovered
depends on whether lazy replication of session state happened before or after session store
failure. Therefore, the two clusters are still in the AL4 category but with the caveat of
failing to recover sessions with some probability.
We use a common deployment topology as shown in Figure 4.5 to compare the different
cluster architectures. In the figure, there are two racks with two machines inside each
rack. Each machine contains two abstract elements: the app processor and the session
store. Pairs of session store elements form a replication group, which is deployed across
different machines and racks. This reflects real-world strategies to ensure session recovery
in case of failure. The focus of our evaluation is on high availability of sessions; therefore,
the message dispatcher is not included in the figure. Dashed lines indicate the function of
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session replicators that group session stores into a replication group.
When applying the common topology to a specific cluster, we can replace the app pro-
cessor and session store with the actual implementation element that contains the respective
abstract elements. For example, applying this to OCCAS, app processors would become
engines and session stores would become replicas. The two replicas in a replication group
would form a partition. In WAS, each SIP container contains an app processor and a session
store; thus, there is one SIP container per machine. SIP containers are paired in a replica-
tion domain across different machines and racks. Mobicents servers also contain both app
processor and session store so there is one Mobicents server per machine.
Table 4.1 shows the summary of the high availability evaluation that follows.
Types of failures
Clusters using the common topology are protected from single process failures, single ma-
chine failures, and single rack failures since the implementation elements that contain the
session store are deployed on different machines and racks. The same strategy can be ap-
plied to blades and blade enclosures since a blade failure is analogous to a machine failure
and a blade enclosure failure is analogous to a rack failure. In OCCAS and WAS, the
administrator can statically assign elements within a replication group to run on different
racks. By default, Mobicents servers try to find a buddy on a different machine but not
necessarily on a different rack. The JBoss Cache configuration property called buddyPool-
Name can be set to pair buddies on different racks [105], thereby achieving the replication
group arrangement shown in Figure 4.5.
Simultaneous failures
Moving beyond the common topology, all clusters protect against multiple failures of session
stores. By adding more session stores to a replication group, the cluster can tolerate more
session store failures. However, there is a tradeoff: adding more session stores increases
network traffic for session replication. In OCCAS and WAS, there is a limit of three session
stores per replication group. Therefore, these clusters can recover from up to two session
store failures. In MSS, the number of session stores per replication group is configurable to
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more than three, but at the cost of increased network traffic.
Shifts in workload after failure
Next, we evaluate how much the workload shifts to other implementation elements when
there is a failure. Consider the effect on each cluster when Rack 1 fails in Figure 4.5: in all
three clusters, the load on all machines in Rack 2 would double.
Clusters react differently when a machine fails. Let’s assume that all app processors
are handling the same amount of workload when Machine 2.1 fails. Also, for OCCAS and
MSS, the message dispatcher is assumed to evenly distribute the load to the remaining app
processors in case of an app processor failure. The second assumption is not needed for
WAS because the SIP proxy dispatches to another container in the replication domain.
In OCCAS, the number of engines is reduced from four to three so each remaining engine
needs to handle 33% more load. In contrast, the number of partitions remains the same
and each partition continues to handle the same number of sessions. The top partition is
left with one replica in Machine 1.1. This replica’s load for put operations does not change
because the replica is still storing the same number of sessions. The replica’s load for get
operations doubles since the replica must handle load that normally would have gone to the
failed replica.
In WAS, the replication domain affected by the machine failure would have one SIP
container left. The SIP container needs to handle 100% more load while containers in the
unaffected replication domain continue handling equal load as before. The overall result is
that Machine 1.1 handles 100% more load while Machine 1.2 and Machine 2.2 handle
no extra load.
In MSS, existing and new sessions will be distributed evenly among the remaining three
Mobicents servers as in OCCAS. For existing sessions, the Mobicents server selected by the
load balancer pulls the replicated session state from the dead server’s buddy and replicates
that session to its own buddy. The replication is done lazily: a server does not pull the
session state unless it needs to handle the session. After this lazy replication process, the
selected server becomes the new owner of the session. The dead server’s buddy deletes the
session from its cache. For its own session states, it finds a new replication buddy. This
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Figure 4.6: WAS configuration that achieves 33% failure overhead
way, session states are automatically replicated to other cache instances. The overall result
is identical to OCCAS.
As mentioned earlier, in this topology, WAS requires all containers to have 100% over-
capacity to cope with a container failure. To reduce the over-capacity on containers, the
administrator can add another container to the replication domain so that the remaining
two containers handle 50% extra load instead of 100%. To reduce the over-capacity on
machines, the administrator can assign more than one SIP container process to the machine.
For example, to reduce the over-capacity to 33% as in OCCAS or MSS, the administrator
could run three SIP containers on each of the four machines and assign partitions that span
two different machines as shown in Figure 4.6. However, this kind of scheme would quickly
become unwieldy as the cluster scales. Besides, this scheme does not protect sessions from
rack failure. For example, if Rack 1 fails, sessions handled by WAS 1.1.2 and WAS 1.2.1
cannot be recovered.
To summarize, in both rack failures and machine failures, the remaining processes must
handle more load. In the case of machine failures, OCCAS and MSS require the same
over-capacity but WAS requires more over-capacity.
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Additional message processing latency after failure
WAS SIP containers already store session states of other containers in the same replication
domain. The backup SIP container only needs to activate the session states that belong to
the failed container. Therefore, there is no additional message processing latency in WAS
after a failure. On the other hand in OCCAS, when an engine fails, the load balancer picks
another engine to take over the session. The selected engine does not have any session state
of the failed engine in its local cache and must fetch session state from a replica to process
the message. This leads to one-time additional latency. In MSS, the Mobicents server
selected by the load balancer to take over a session of the failed server may be a buddy
which already has the session state in its local cache instance. For example, if Machine
2.1 in Figure 4.5 fails, there is a 33% chance that the buddy server in Machine 1.1 will
be selected. In this case, there is no additional latency in message processing. In the other
67% of cases where a buddy is not selected, there is a one-time additional latency. The
probability that a buddy is selected is inversely proportional to the cluster size.
Therefore, WAS has no additional latency, OCCAS has a one-time latency, and MSS
has a one-time latency for a higher proportion of calls as the cluster grows.
Exposure to loss of sessions before recovery
All clusters have a potential to lose session state before recovery. OCCAS and WAS both
support automated process restarts for quick recovery from process failures. However, there
may be times when automated recovery is not possible, such as when there is a rack failure
or a machine failure. During these incidents where an administrator has to intervene,
OCCAS and WAS clusters are vulnerable to session loss. For example, all session states in
an OCCAS partition are lost if, after a replica fails, the other remaining replica also fails
before the administrator has a chance to recover from the first failure. This leads to service
failure for those sessions. The is because OCCAS and WAS clusters have replication groups
statically assigned; therefore, session states are not protected until the failed session stores
in the same group are restarted.
As mentioned before, MSS adapts dynamically to failures through lazy replication and
selection of new replication buddies. This allows MSS to restore protection to machine
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Table 4.1: Summary of high availability evaluation
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failures and rack failures automatically even without restarting failed servers in the same
replication group. Therefore, the odds of session loss in MSS are lower than in OCCAS or
WAS.
Scalability
How much load a cluster can handle is limited by the amount of parallel processing power,
memory, or the network bandwidth. As mentioned in Section 4.1, scaling out is the more
common approach when handling increased load, and all three clusters achieve scalability
by scaling out. A summary of the evaluation that follows can be found in Table 4.2.
Scaling increments
The three clusters scale in different increments. For the purpose of comparative analysis,
let’s assume that the processing speed of the abstract element app processor is r transactions
per second and that any implementation element that contains an app processor has the
processing speed r. Also, let’s assume that the maximum number of sessions stored in the
abstract element session store is s and that any implementation element that contains a
session store has the same upper bound on the number of sessions it can store. We also
assume that session replication is configured to be done in pairs; two replicas per partition
in OCCAS, two SIP containers per replication domain in WAS, and two replication buddies
in MSS.
In OCCAS, an engine is CPU-intensive while a replica is memory-intensive. Scaling
out an OCCAS cluster involves either scaling the engine to increase processing power or
scaling the partition to increase session storage. The two limiting factors can be addressed
separately. When the bottleneck is processing power, more engines can be added. Likewise,
more partitions can be added when the bottleneck is the amount of memory needed to
store active sessions. An extra engine adds r transactions per second. An extra partition
adds s session storage. Adding a partition entails adding two replicas deployed in separate
machines and racks.
Scaling out a WAS cluster involves adding more replication domains, each of which
handles a non-overlapping subset of sessions. The total workload of the cluster is divided
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into n replication domains. As stated in section 4.5, replication domains consist of SIP
containers, that is, an app processor and a session store combined into a single process.
Depending on the nature of the workload, a SIP container can be limited by processing
power r or memory space s. A replication domain processes up to 2r transactions per
second since it contains two SIP containers. Session storage in a replication domain is still
s since all SIP containers within the domain share sessions equally.
MSS is similar to WAS in that each Mobicents server contains both app processor
and session store. Unlike WAS, a cluster can be incremented one Mobicents server at a
time instead of one replication group at a time. This is because replication groups are
not statically assigned: servers can dynamically select buddies. Each additional Mobicents
server adds r transactions per second of extra processing power and s/2 extra session storage,
assuming that each server replicates with one buddy.
Overall, MSS has the smallest scaling granularity (r and s/2), followed by OCCAS (r
or s), and then WAS (2r and s).
Operational cost of scaling
Scaling out a cluster is not just a matter of adding more machines. It involves careful
planning to ensure high availability.
In OCCAS, this process involves grouping replicas into partitions and placing them on
separate racks or machines. Engines can be added with relative ease because they do not
affect high availability as much as the replicas.
Mobicents servers are more convenient when scaling. As long as the servers run with
identical configurations, new Mobicents servers will add themselves to the cluster automat-
ically. However, MSS lacks an easy way for servers to be aware of racks. The JBoss Cache
instances will pick buddies that are on different machines but they may be in the same rack.
Support for configuration on a per-rack basis would make scaling easier.
WAS clusters need more administrator attention than OCCAS and MSS. Adding a new
replication domain is simple but, as mentioned earlier, a failure in a WAS machine may
result in 100% extra load on the remaining machine. The administrator may need to add
more resources to machines to handle the extra load or may have to carefully place processes
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in machines so that the extra load does not exceed a certain amount. In either case, WAS
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Table 4.2: Summary of scalability evaluation
Scaling efficiency
In terms of processing power and memory efficiency, OCCAS has a more flexible architecture
since CPU-intensive and memory-intensive elements scale separately. WAS and MSS are
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less efficient because adding an incremental unit means adding both processing power and
memory space. This leads to either redundant CPU power or redundant memory space.
To compare network bandwidth usage for replication traffic, let’s assume that a session
replicator writes to two session stores. The write operation incurs session replication traffic
to one SIP container in the same replication domain (WAS) or to one buddy JBoss Cache
instance (MSS). In OCCAS, the write operation incurs replication traffic to two replicas in
a partition, which is twice as much as others. JBoss Cache is further optimized to update
a modified field within a session state instead of replicating the entire session state. Given
the same network bandwidth for a cluster, MSS will scale most efficiently, followed by WAS
and then OCCAS.
4.7 Conclusion
We have developed a framework for evaluating SIP server clusters. The framework in-
cludes system requirements and evaluation criteria that can be used to specify detailed
requirements for different deployments. The framework also includes an abstract architec-
ture defined at an appropriate abstraction level to help with understanding and comparing
different designs and implementations. Each of the four abstract elements — the message
dispatcher, the app processor, the session replicator, and the session store — has distinct
and essential functions. In analyzing three SIP server cluster solutions, we have demon-
strated the effectiveness of the abstract architecture. This chapter shows that the abstract
elements in each solution achieve their functions differently. For example, how session data
is stored, replicated, and partitioned in the session store element is different in each solution.
As well, this chapter shows that each solution follows a different design in mapping these
abstract elements to actual software components. Identifying these salient differences helps
analyze and explain the high availability and scalability characteristics of the solutions.
While all three solutions examined can provide the highest Availability Level 4, the
analysis has revealed significant differences in their characteristics and how well they meet
the evaluation criteria. For example, the performance degradation upon a single machine
failure, network bandwidth required for state replication, and scaling flexibility, are quite
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different in the solutions examined.
The three solutions compared in this chapter are not designed to be distributed over
a large geographic area. Geographic distribution of clusters is a higher layer architectural
redundancy where whole clusters are replicated across different geographic regions. Geo-
graphically redundant setup guards against catastrophic failures like data center failures
from earthquakes or floods. Two issues introduced by geographic distribution are traffic
redirection and session replication across clusters. These clusters must be operational even
in the face of higher network latency during session state transfer and network partition
where session state in one part of the cluster is not in sync with other parts. Recent ver-
sions of OCCAS and WAS introduce components, not described in this chapter, to address
geographic redundancy [78] [16].
It is hoped that this analysis will help practitioners select a suitable solution for their
specific environments. It is also hoped that the evaluation framework will aid future analyses
as well as motivate alternative designs.
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Chapter 5
Design of a dynamically scalable
SIP proxy cluster on IaaS
platforms
5.1 Introduction
SIP proxies are signal routing components within a telephony service. Large-scale telephony
services, like those that implement the Internet Multimedia Service (IMS), use proxies as
the first point of contact for inbound traffic. Some of the simpler telephony services are
implemented with proxies and media servers where the proxies are responsible for routing
all SIP messages. As such, proxies are critical component of a telephony service that need
to scale well.
Cloud computing platforms have opened up a new avenue of telephony service deploy-
ment where new hosts can be spawned in minutes. As a first step towards implementing
the whole telephony architecture on a cloud computing platform, this chapter investigates
how a dynamically scalable proxy cluster should be designed.
First, we present a highly scalable SIP proxy architecture. We argue that SIP proxies
need to be configured so they are not coupled with another proxy, making it easy to add a
new proxy or remove an old one at will. To further maximize real-time scalability, we break
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the tight coupling between proxies and database servers. Loose coupling of the proxy tier
and the database tier allows us to scale each tier independently. This also simplifies the
design of scalable proxy cluster architecture. More specifically, we use a NoSQL key-value
store called Cassandra [6], which is one of many scalable database management systems.
We discuss the challenges in using a non-relational distributed database for a SIP proxy
cluster.
Next, we present a load monitoring and scaling service for proxy clusters. Commercial
cloud providers currently provide load monitoring that are restricted to lower layer metrics
such as CPU load, memory usage, network bandwidth, and disk usage and latency. Ama-
zon supports an application level monitoring and scaling via a feature called Elastic Load
Balancers [2] but this only works for HTTP traffic. Therefore, we implemented our own
application level load monitoring and scaling service for SIP proxy clusters.
Lastly, we present the results of evaluating the dynamic scalability of our system on
Amazon EC2.
Our contributions are:
• We designed and implemented a highly scalable SIP proxy architecture that takes
advantage of dynamic scalability offered by cloud computing platforms.
• In the process, we modified SIP proxy with non-relational distributed DB backend
called Cassandra. Our experience with a non-traditional database integration is dis-
cussed.
• We built and evaluated a part of the system for dynamically scaling SIP proxies on
Amazon EC2.
5.2 Related work
The work by Janssens, et al. [54] addresses two issues with dynamic scalability of SIP
server clusters. The first is call session migration to another server and the second is load
prediction to scale up or down. The authors propose two steps for call session migration.
First, a server marked for retirement goes into quiescent state by allowing existing SIP
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transactions to complete but buffering requests for new SIP transactions. After migration
of call sessions is complete, the buffered requests are sent to the new server so that call
sessions will continue there. Call session migration is important for stateful SIP servers
that store call state for the entire duration of calls but not for SIP proxies that only process
SIP transactions, which are in general short-lived. Load prediction is different as well. The
authors propose a pro-active prediction scheme by combining a Kalman-filter for short-term
spikes in call load and historical measurements for long-term load predictions. Our work
describes a reactive scheme that uses frequent call load monitoring (once per 3 seconds)
and a simple threshold on aggregate load to scale up or down.
Singh, et al. [99] discusses various architectures for scalable telephony services. In par-
ticular, the authors propose and evaluate a two-stage message processing architecture where
a DNS server first directs traffic to one of many first-tier proxies, which in turn direct traffic
to one of the second-tier proxies. This is similar to our architecture in that there are three
tiers after the DNS server. The difference is in the second tier and the third tier where
we used independent SIP proxies and Cassandra database servers instead of proxy clusters
and MySQL database. The main difference, however, is that our work studies dynamic
scalability of such architectures.
Dynamic scaling for cloud applications is discussed in [116]. The authors focus on
enabling the cloud provider to support server, network, and platform scalability for the
application layer. Our work is an example of an application that benefits from such cloud-
level enhancements.
Dotslash [122] is a scalable rescue system for web hotspots. Dotslash builds on the
observation that it is unlikely for all websites to be busy at the same time; therefore, a
group of web servers from different sites can cooperate with each other by redirecting traffic
to servers with less load. ‘Rescue servers’ must opt-in to take traffic for another website,
giving each site control over how much load it is willing to take. Dotslash is a different
approach to scaling that requires cooperation between the participating websites.
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Figure 5.1: SipCloud Architecture
5.3 SipCloud architecture
The SipCloud architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. A DNS server is outside the cloud and
directs clients to one of the load balancers in the cloud. Inside the cloud is the classic
three-tier architecture that consists of the load balancer tier, the SIP proxy server tier, and
the database server tier. Load balancers distribute incoming SIP messages among available
SIP proxy servers, SIP proxy servers process messages, and the database servers store user
registration information. Each component in the three tiers runs on an individual virtual
machine instance.
This SIP proxy cluster is simple compared to the SIP server clusters evaluated in Chapter
4. Figure 5.2 shows the architecture in terms of abstract elements explained in Section 4.4
of Chapter 4. The message dispatcher supports app processor scalability, which is the
main issue addressed in this chapter. The session replicator and session store are missing
in this architecture; therefore, the architecture supports AL2 level of availability where
calls affected by a SIP proxy failure need to be dialed again, as explained in Section 2.2.
Lastly, persistent storage elements support storage of subscriber information and SIP client
registrations, which are not transient states like call sessions.
All of the components in the SipCloud system are orchestrated by a centralized control
entity called the Load Scaling Manager (LSM). The LSM monitors load and takes action
such as adding or removing a component to a particular tier. The LSM is described in
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Figure 5.2: SipCloud architecture expressed in abstract elements introduced in Chapter 4
detail in Section 5.4.
In the SipCloud system, each tier is highly scalable and independently scalable. These
two properties allow the system to be adaptive and highly scalable.
Highly Scalable Tier
A highly scalable tier means that the tier can have an unbounded number of components.
A tier’s high scalability is achieved by using components that can function without syn-
chronizing with other components in the same tier. This means that the full functionality
of an individual component does not depend on other components in the same tier. This
property allows the LSM to freely add new components to a tier.
To this end, the load balancer tier in the SipCloud architecture calculates a hash value
on the Call ID of incoming SIP messages to distribute load to SIP proxies. Because it is
using a hash function, there is no need to synchronize the load balancers with each other.
These load balancers can be added or removed by the LSM without affecting other load
balancers.
Similarly, in the SIP proxy tier, SIP proxies run independently from other SIP proxies.
Due to identifier-based hashing of SIP messages at the load balancer tier, each SIP proxy
handles its own set of calls.
For the database tier, components cannot be fully independent since data is replicated
among the components to ensure availability. This requirement of data availability limits
independence of database components, thus making the tier the least scalable compared to
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the load balancer tier and the SIP proxy tier. In this case, one mechanism high scalability
can be achieved is by using components that organize into a peer-to-peer group and that use
a hash table to distribute data among the components. An example of such a peer-to-peer
distributed database server is Cassandra [6]. SipCloud uses Cassandra nodes as components
of its database tier to store customer credentials and device location. Cassandra could have
been used as a session store as well but there was no session replicator in the SIP proxy server
we experimented with, which made it useless to have a session store at all. Implementing
and evaluating session storage and replication for SIP proxy servers is left as future work.
Independently Scalable Tiers
Each tier performs tasks that scale differently from other tiers. For example, the database
tier stores user registration data and needs to scale up when the number of subscribers
increases. On the other hand, the SIP proxy server tier and the load balancer tier needs to
scale up when the number of calls increases. Load balancer tier and SIP proxy server tier
scale separately due to the difference in message processing throughput. Generally, the SIP
proxy server tier needs to scale up faster than the load balancer tier.
In a system with independently scalable tiers, components can be added to or removed
from each tier as needed by the tier. Because there’s no dependency on other tiers, each
tier can scale up or down by its own mechanism. This has a good side effect in that each
tier can self-scale according to the requirements of the tier. Therefore, the scaling logic is
simplified to a tier-local decision. Therefore, the LSM is able to quickly decide when and
how to scale each tier.
Overall, this has the potential to shift the bottleneck of the system from one tier to
another. For example, adding more load balancers solves the bottleneck of the load balancer
tier but another tier may become the new bottleneck in the process. However, since all tiers
are separately scalable, each bottleneck is removed adaptively.
Implementation
As stated earlier, each element in the three-tier architecture runs as a separate VM instance
in the cloud. For example, in Figure 5.1, there are two load balancer instances, four SIP
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proxy server instances, and three distributed database server instances. The minimum
functional requirement is that there is always one VM instance running in each tier.
For the load balancer tier and the SIP proxy server tier, the system uses an open-source
SIP server called SIP Express Router (SER) [110]. SER runs as a full SIP proxy server in
the SIP proxy tier but runs as a SIP-level load balancer in the load balancer tier. Each
SER process runs independently from other SER processes.
To implement the data storage tier as a highly scalable tier, the SipCloud system uses
the Cassandra distributed database server [6]. Cassandra is a P2P-based key-value store
that is used by Facebook, Twitter, and Digg. One of the benefits of using Cassandra is
that it is operationally easy to scale the cluster - just add a new node into the cluster and
Cassandra takes care of the rest. Under the hood, Cassandra uses a ring topology of nodes,
each assigned a position in the ring with a random hash value [62]. The position in the
ring determines the range of data that will be stored in the node; namely, each node is
responsible for the hash range greater or equal to that of its precedessor and less than its
own hash value. Also, each node replicates data to the the next n nodes in the ring. When
scaling up, the new node is assigned a hash value and the predecessors of the node sends
data to the new node. When scaling down, for example when a node leaves the cluster due
to failure or maintenance, data can still be served by successors of the leaving node.
The three tiers are independently scalable: components in each tier do not affect the
scalability of another tier. The only dependence between tiers is for configuration. For
example, a SIP proxy process needs to know which Cassandra process to contact to store
or retrieve data. A load balancer needs to know how many SIP proxies there are to send
load to the proxies. But this does not affect scalability.
SIP data model for Cassandra
Cassandra was chosen because of its scalability and self-organizing properties. However,
unlike traditional databases, Cassandra is a key-value store that does not support structured
query languages (SQL). This was one challenge in implementing a database driver for the
SIP proxy.
A basic SQL query has four parts: a command, a table to retrieve values from, a list of
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SQL Query Cassandra Query
Command SELECT Method get
Table credentials ColumnFamily credentials
Columns password Columns password
Criteria userID=zebra Key zebra
Table 5.1: Mapping an SQL query to a Cassadra method call
columns within the table, and a list of criteria to match. For example, a SELECT query
looks likes this:
SELECT name, contact FROM location
WHERE userID="zebra"
The mapping from an SQL query to a Cassandra query is shown in Table 1. For a SIP
proxy to use Cassandra, these four parts must have a corresponding mapping to a key-
value pair: an SQL command maps to a Cassandra command, a table maps to a Cassandra
ColumnFamily, the list of criteria maps to the key, and the list of columns maps to the
values.
There are some SQL queries that do not map one-to-one to a Cassandra query. For
example,
• when there are more than one criteria in the SQL query, key has to be created
by concatenating the criteria, e.g., WHERE userID = “zebra” AND domain =
“cs.columbia.edu” maps to key = “zebra@cs.columbia.edu”.
• * denotes all columns in a SQL query. This maps to a different method call in
Cassandra called get slice. slicePredicate is an argument to the method call
that limits how many columns to fetch, by range or by count. In fact, any multi-
column retrieval maps to the get slice method call.
For the two tables that we used for the project, namely the location table that stores
contact information and the credentials table that stores user ID and passwords, these
challenges were solved using the heuristics mentioned above.
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However, a query like DELETE * FROM location WHERE expiration > 50000 cannot
be mapped to a Cassandra query. In a key-value store like Cassandra, a criterion with
comparisons other than equality is not straightforward to implement. In recent versions of
Cassandra [7], records are removed automatically from storage after the expiration of the
configurable time-to-live value. The time-to-live expiration feature allows Cassandra users
to DELETE records that are stale, similar to the SQL query mentioned above.
5.4 Dynamic scaling
Monitoring system load, creating and terminating VM instances, and configuring VM in-
stances are necessary in order to scale systems dynamically. Cloud platform services like
Amazon offer dynamic scaling based on VM metrics such as CPU utilization, or custom
metrics sent by hosted applications.
In the SipCloud system, these tasks are performed by an entity called the Load Scaling
Manager (LSM). As shown in Figure 5.3, the LSM monitors loads of the proxy tier and the
load balancer tier, creates or terminates VM instances for all three tiers, and (re)configures
the components as the system scales up or down. For the distributed DB tier, scaling
decisions are made manually by a human operator and not by the LSM. This is reasonable
given that the distributed DB tier scales proportional to the number of subscribers, which
does not increase or decrease drastically in a matter of minutes. Therefore, the following
description of dynamic scaling applies to the load balancer tier and the proxy tier.
Load Monitoring
The LSM monitors system load by polling each component in the load balancer tier and
the SIP proxy tier for the current call load, measured in calls per second. It uses the same
load monitoring mechanism for both tiers. The SIP Express Router contains modules that
allow it to answer XML Remote Procedure Call (XML-RPC) queries about the component
state. LSM polls each component in both tiers periodically using XML-RPC to query the
current call load.
Periodic polling allows LSM to scale up the system before calls are dropped due to
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Figure 5.3: The Load Scaling Manager (LSM)
overload and scale down when it is safe to do so. Even though LSM polls individual
components, the decision to scale up or down is based on the aggregate tier load, the sum of
all call loads in the tier. When the aggregate tier load surpasses a certain threshold, LSM
adds a new component to that tier in anticipation of increased load. On the other hand,
when the aggregate tier load diminishes below the threshold of the tier, LSM removes a
component from the tier.
Using the aggregate load to decide scaling up or down can be dangerous if the load
is not evenly balanced across all components in the tier. If an individual component is
overloaded, there may be calls lost even if the aggregate load on the tier is below threshold.
In the SipCloud system, this is not a problem because for the SIP proxies, the load balancers
use a hash function and distribute load evenly to all available SIP proxies. For the load
balancers, the DNS server uses a round-robin algorithm when answering domain name SRV
queries.
Lower-level metrics such as CPU utilization, memory status, disk and network I/O rates
can also be useful for load monitoring. Application upgrades or VM capacity upgrades may
cause a variance in call load that a VM can handle. In this case, these VM hosts of unknown
call load can be capped at a safe CPU utilization. While LSM does not currently use these
lower-level metrics for load monitoring, it could be extended to use them to make scaling
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Figure 5.4: Adding and removing a SIP proxy
decisions.
VM creation
LSM creates and terminates VMs through the use of cloud provider APIs. VM creation
takes time, generally no more than two to three minutes. Therefore, a dynamically scalable
system such as SipCloud must be tuned to start the process of VM creation at least two
to three minutes earlier than system overload. The threshold mentioned in the previous
section is one parameter that can be tuned.
Configuration
For each tier in the system, there are configurations that are needed for individual compo-
nents. LSM has a global view of the whole system whereas individual components do not.
Therefore, LSM is responsible for configuring individual components as well.
A new SIP proxy VM instance needs to be configured with IP addresses of Cassandra
nodes so that user registration data can be retrieved. The LSM accomplishes this by logging
into the VM instance via SSH and executing pre-defined commands. As shown in Figure 5.4,
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once the configuration and starting of SIP proxy is done, the LSM updates the destination
list of every load balancer so that the list includes the new SIP proxy. After reconfiguration,
the load balancers start sending traffic to the new SIP proxy.
For a new load balancer VM instance, a file containing the IP address and port of all
SIP proxies must be uploaded to the instance. The LSM builds the file locally and uploads
it to the load balancer instance using scp [88] and logs into the load balancer instance to
start the process. When the load balancer is ready to receive calls, the LSM updates the
DNS server with a new SRV record that contains the new load balancer’s public IP address.
Publishing the SRV records in DNS servers allows SIP clients to discover the new load
balancers via standard SIP service discovery mechanisms using DNS queries [89].
VM termination and reconfiguration
Removing a SIP proxy is a different process from adding one, as shown in Figure 5.4. If the
aggregate tier load drops below the threshold value, the LSM selects a SIP proxy instance
to retire. Then it sends requests to the load balancers to flag the SIP proxy as inactive. The
load balancers immediately stop sending transactions to that proxy. LSM then terminates
the proxy VM instance. On completion it updates all load balancers’ destination list so
that the proxy is permanently removed.
For load balancers, when the aggregate tier load drops below the threshold value, the
LSM requests the DNS server to remove resource records of one of the load balancers. That
load balancer needs to be available until all records sent to clients expire, so the LSM waits
for the duration of the DNS record expiration time, typically an hour. After this duration,
the LSM proceeds to remove the VM instance from the cluster.
LSM failure
Even though LSM is a central entity in the operation of the SipCloud system, existing
components and operations are not affected by LSM failure. However, the system loses its
ability to scale dynamically when system load changes. When the LSM comes back online,
it can resume its operations by querying the cloud about its VM instances and types.
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401 Unauthorized 401 Unauthorized
BYE w/ auth BYE w/ auth
200 OK200 OK
Figure 5.5: Test setup and message flow
5.5 Evaluation
We evaluate the SipCloud system’s dynamic scaling of SIP proxies on Amazon EC2 [2]. In
conducting the evaluation, we had to be careful not to trigger the Amazon EC2 security alert
system. Therefore, our experiments did not stress test the SipCloud system full throttle.
Instead, component load tests were done to a certain degree to make sure that the load
balancer, SIP proxy, and Cassandra database server are not bottlenecks in our test scenario.
Then we conducted a simple, low-load test involving one load balancer and one Cassandra
database server to show the dynamic scaling of SIP proxies, both in scaling up and scaling
down.
Test setup
The goal of the test is to see that dynamic scaling of SIP proxies works and to observe
the behavior of the system when one load balancer and one Cassandra node is used. The
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test setup and the message flows are shown in Figure 5.5. User Agent Client (UAC) calls
generated by sipp [39] arrive at the load balancer, which forwards calls to Proxy 1 in a
stateless manner. Proxy 1 authenticates INVITE and BYE messages. In this step, there
is a query to Cassandra to retrieve the digest authentication hash value. Since both the
SIP proxy and the load balancer are based on the same SIP Express Router (SER) code,
adding authentication to the message flow allows us to test a more realistic situation where
the SIP proxy incurs higher load than a load balancer. Each box in Figure 5.5 is a separate
VM instance, including the User Agent Client (UAC) load balancer and User Agent Server
(UAS) load generator. Our test was done all within the EC2 platform.
The entire message flow in Figure 5.5 is considered one call. Sipp considers the call a
success if the message flow is followed properly from top to bottom, except for optional
messages such as 100 Trying and 180 Ringing. A call is considered unsuccessful if sipp
receives any unexpected message such as a 408 Request Timeout, or if an expected message
is received out of order. A call that never completes is also a failed call. As all our
test components were inside the EC2 platform, we configured sipp to use UDP without
retransmission.
EC2 M1.Large instance type was used for all components. Each of these instances has
7.5 GB of memory, a virtual dual-core processor, 850 GB of local storage, and a 64-bit
Linux operating system. We observed that the load balancer implementation, based on a
SIP Express Router (SER), could handle more than 2,300 INVITE forwards per second.
The SIP proxy implementation, again based on SER, can handle up to around 520 calls per
second (cps) with both INVITE and BYE authentication through Cassandra. A Cassandra
node can handle more than 1,800 authentication queries per second, or 900 calls per second.
As mentioned before, we did not stress test the components to the limit as our tests were
done within the public cloud platform. However, these numbers were referenced so that the
dynamic scaling test would not suffer from bottlenecks related to either a single Cassandra
node or a single load balancer.
In the test, the SIP proxy’s capacity is configured at 200 cps which is much lower than
520 cps it is really capable of. But the goal is to scale up to 4 SIP proxies and then scale
back to 1 SIP proxy at the end of the test. Therefore, at 200 cps for a SIP proxy, the single
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Load Balancer Proxy1 Proxy2 Proxy3 Proxy4 Cassandra Total Capacity
Figure 5.6: Total SIP proxy capacity and aggregate network I/O per minute per VM in-
stance. The topmost solid line shows total capacity.
Cassandra node would not be overloaded even with 4 SIP proxies in the system.
Before the aggregate load on the proxy tier reaches a multiple of 200 cps, the LSM starts
to launch a new proxy VM instance so that the load can be distributed without overloading
any SIP proxy. The threshold is set at 85% of the proxy tier’s maximum load for both
scaling up and scaling down. Therefore, at total proxy loads of 170 cps, 340 cps, and 510
cps, LSM will launch or remove a SIP proxy instance. To guard against load fluctuations,
the LSM only launches or removes a VM instance if the threshold is crossed for 5 consecutive
monitoring sessions with 3 second intervals, resulting in a 15 second wait.
At startup, the load generated by the UAC is 140 cps. The load is increased automati-
cally at a rate of 10 cps every 90 seconds until it reaches 760 cps. At that point, the load
is reduced at a rate of 60 cps every 90 seconds until the total load reaches zero.
We used EC2 CloudWatch to gather data for the test. CloudWatch allows users to
monitor minute-by-minute change of various metrics such as CPU utilization and network
usage in the VM instances.
Results
As shown in Figures 5.6 and 5.7, the SipCloud system is able to dynamically scale SIP
proxies using a cloud platform. In both figures, the x-axis shows the time from beginning
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Load Balancer Proxy1 Proxy2 Proxy3 Proxy4 Cassandra
Figure 5.7: CPU utilization of VM instances
of the test to the end after around 2 hours.
Figure 5.6 shows the total capacity of the system and the network I/O of individual
VM instances. Because the two metrics have different units, there are two y-axis in the
graph. The one on the right shows total capacity in the system as proxies are spawned
and terminated. Since we assumed, for the test, that SIP proxies have 200 cps maximum
capacity, each SIP proxy brings 200 cps more to the total capacity whenever it is added to
the system. This is shown in the graph as a step function.
The y-axis on the left shows the sum of network input and output of VM instances
per minute. As can be seen at the top of the graph, the load balancer and Proxy 1 have
similar network I/O in the beginning but soon diverges as Proxy 2 comes online. The load
balancer’s load is generally divided evenly among the SIP proxies due to the hash function
used to distribute load. This can be observed by the fact that whenever a new proxy
instance comes online, the network I/O graphs of all proxy instances merge to look like one
line.
However, near the end of the experiment, as proxy instances go offline due to insufficient
call load, there are spikes in the network I/O of some proxy instances. This is because the
load balancer distributes the load of the outgoing proxy while it is in an inactive state to
one of the remaining proxies. When the outgoing is proxy is terminated, then the load
balancer starts to distribute the load evenly among the remaining proxies.
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Cassandra node shows the lowest aggregate network I/O. The network I/O is similar to
that shown by the load balancer since, like the load balancer, Cassandra is a single node in
the system.
Figure 5.7 shows the CPU utilization of each VM instance in the system. CPU utilization
for any SIP proxy instance is similar as they process same amounts of load. As for the load
balancer and the Cassandra node, CPU utilization rises linearly as the load increases and
both are likely to be simultaneous bottlenecks if we were to do a full throttle test on the
system.
5.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a dynamically scalable SIP proxy cluster. We proposed a highly
scalable architecture, implemented it, and evaluated part of the system. Evaluation was
highly restricted due to the use of a public cloud platform. We leave large-scale evaluation
of the system on an unrestricted cloud platform as future work.
There are many interesting challenges left unsolved. The LSM can be smarter since it
already polls all components in the two tiers. It could proactively manipulate the distribu-
tion tables of the load balancer so that the traffic does not go to an overloaded SIP proxy.
The same logic applies to the DNS server. Instead of relying on round-robin DNS, LSM
could potentially manipulate the SRV records to control traffic going to the load balancers.




Dealing with variable latency on
IaaS platforms
6.1 Introduction
Telephone service subscribers expect calls to be processed within a certain timeframe. For
example, callers expect to hear a ring tone a few seconds after dialing a number. This
delay - the time from dialing the last digit to hearing the ring tone - is called the call
setup delay or post dial delay. E.721 recommends average call setup delays of 3 - 8 seconds
maximum and 95th percentiles of 6 - 11 seconds maximum, depending on whether the
call is local, regional, or international [30]. For emergency calls, the National Emergency
Number Association (RENA) recommends 2 seconds from last digit dialed to call ring at
an emergency call center [68]. The call setup delay is one example of signaling delay.
The end-to-end signaling delay depends on a variety of factors, such as network delays
and server processing delays. The focus of this chapter is the latter, especially for server
clusters in a cloud environment.
In a dedicated server environment, the telephony application is profiled with a fixed
configuration of servers. After the configuration is proven to satisfy latency and estimated
throughput requirements, the system is generally left alone except for maintenance opera-
tions. As long as load is distributed evenly among individual servers so that they are not
overloaded, each server is guaranteed to meet latency requirements.
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On the other hand, in a cloud environment, latency profiling and planning is considerably
more complex. Virtual Machine (VM) colocation leads to resource contention within the
physical hardware, resulting in significant variations in latency [10]. In a cloud, even a
normally loaded server can temporarily show increased latency due to the activities of
colocated VMs. This makes the cloud unpredictable in terms of signaling delay for telephony
applications. Traditional methods of round-robin distribution and least-work distribution,
therefore, may not be sufficient for latency-sensitive applications in the cloud.
The approach introduced in this chapter is a distributed, latency-based load distribution
mechanism for latency-sensitive cloud applications like telephony with the goal of reducing
variations in processing delay within SIP proxy servers. In our design, the cloud constantly
monitors each server for request-to-response latency and increases server load as long as
the latency is within bounds. If the latency moves out of bounds for any reason, our
system quickly reduces the load so that other servers with good latency can process the
incoming load. A server will rebound to increased load if latency improves. Since each
server is essentially requesting load based on available capacity, centralized load balancing
is no longer necessary. Instead, there is a front-end queue from which all servers pull their
workload.
We tested our approach using a set of Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) proxy servers
and measured the performance on Amazon EC2. SIP proxy servers relay call establishment
and teardown requests between callers. These SIP servers scale well because a single server
handles each call and there are no dependencies between servers.
The results are both encouraging and discouraging. The encouraging part is that our
approach is effective in reducing the fluctuations in latency from resource contention. But
our initial assumption that telephony applications would be affected drastically by this
fluctuation could not be proved. The increase in latencies from resource contention are too
small to affect signaling delay, which is measured in seconds. The approach is still useful
when servers are overloaded and the server processing latency spikes up enough to affect
the overall delay.
There are also many other latency-sensitive applications for which our approach may
be useful, such as stock trading systems and airline reservation systems where the request-
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to-response latency is measured in at least hundreds of microseconds. The server monitor
and the front-end queue are abstract enough to be implemented by cloud providers and
configured at deployment to support these types of applications.
Our contributions are:
• Introduction of a distributed, latency-based load distribution policy for telephony
applications in the cloud.
• Identification of new components in the cloud that can assist latency-sensitive appli-
cations.
• Measurement and evaluation of our policy on a commercial-grade cloud platform
(Amazon EC2).
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows. Related work is explained in Section 6.2.
We explain the design of our latency-sensitive application support service in Section 6.3.
Our particular implementation of the system is described next in Section 6.4. Section 6.5
is a performance evaluation of various aspects of the system. Lastly, Section 6.6 concludes
the chapter.
6.2 Related work
There are several load distribution mechanisms used in the cloud. Round-robin seems to
be the most popular while some cloud providers offer more advanced logic such as least-
connect [20] which sends traffic to a node with the least active concurrent sessions. These
load distribution mechanisms assume that the latency requirement will be met as long as
none of the servers are overloaded. The assumption is not valid on a cloud platform. As
shown in Figure 6.4 in Section 6.5, server latency is unpredictable even under normal load,
possibly due to resource contention with other virtual machines in the same physical host.
Accordingly, we propose to use latency as the primary metric for load distribution when
the application is latency-sensitive.
Latency on cloud computing platforms has been studied at different levels of the cloud
architecture. For example, latency degradation due to resource contention between VMs
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colocated on the same hardware has been explained by [10] [58] [84]. These studies conclude
that improvements in VM resource scheduling are needed so that less contention leads to
better performance. These solutions attack the latency problem at the source while our
solution attempts to mask the problem temporarily.
Smart VM placement [59] is another potential solution. In this approach, the VMs are
assigned to hardware depending on application workload to minimize interference. However,
there is a problem: the cloud provider does not know the application workload and the
application developer has no power to decide where to place their VMs. VM placement is
useful, nonetheless, for private clouds where both the cloud provider and the application
developer can share information about application workload.
For real-time applications with requirements to optimize latency in the range of a few
microseconds, the hardware, hypervisor, and guest operating systems must be tuned [119].
But a platform highly optimized for real-time applications leads to degradation of perfor-
mance in other applications [119], and is not an appropriate solution for a general-purpose
cloud platform.
Lastly, there is a lot of interest in deploying massive multiplayer games on the cloud
[22] [25]. Interactive multiplayer games are latency-sensitive as well [15] [44]; otherwise, the
gaming experience degrades to an intolerable level. The same techniques presented here
may be used to distribute load to game servers. However, care must be taken to distinguish
between game session creation where a game is waiting for more participants and server
load is relatively low, and mid-game session where the game runs with all participants and
the server load is relatively high. Server latency will be adversely affected if servers accept
more load based on game session creation. Also, the front-end queue should store game
sessions that are ready to start, not game sessions that are still gathering participants.
6.3 Design
Figure 6.1 shows the design of the cloud support system for latency-sensitive telephony
applications. It is a feedback loop that consists of three functions: monitoring latency on a
server, calculating the amount of load to accept, and distributing load from the front-end
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Figure 6.1: Overall design of cloud support for latency-sensitive telephony application
queue. In this design, latency is constantly monitored and used as input to estimate how
much load can be accepted without degrading latency. If the latency increases, load is
reduced. If latency stays stable or decreases, a higher load is tried. In short, load offered
to the server is dependent on current latency statistics. Periodic updates of the load are
sent to the front-end queue. Since each server is essentially determining its own load in real
time, the role of the front-end queue is to passively distribute load to each server, up to the
amount requested.
Placing a queue in the front may be counter-intuitive in a system that supports latency-
sensitive applications. Indeed, queuing delay can rapidly increase if traffic arrival rate is
greater than the server’s processing rate. However, by centralizing the likelihood of queuing
delay to the front-end queue, we can better manage the delay. The best option is to have a
queuing delay close to zero. This close-to-zero queuing delay is guaranteed by making sure
that the sum of all server capacities is greater than the traffic arrival rate, a strategy that is
feasible with dynamic scalability of cloud computing platforms as explained in Chapter 5.
The other option is to reduce the queue length to control delay. Unfortunately, this results
in dropped packets and lost calls but the upside is that latency can be managed for the
calls that go through.
Different aspects of the design are explained next.
Monitoring latency
As shown in Figure 6.1, tracking request-response pairs aids in monitoring the latency of a
server. The request-response pair is application specific.
For SIP proxy servers, the request is an incoming SIP INVITE message, which starts
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an INVITE transaction, and the response is a proxy-generated SIP INVITE message to the
callee. The pair is matched with a Call-ID header value within the SIP message since proxy
servers do not modify Call-ID headers. The time difference between the request-response
pair measures the sum of latencies involved in receiving and parsing the SIP INVITE mes-
sage, generating and storing transaction state in memory, querying the database for callee
location, possibly writing the call record to database for accounting purposes, generating a
SIP INVITE message to send to the callee, and finally sending the message.
Thus, the measured latency is not only the processing latency of the server, but the
total latency of the flow of execution involving all participating nodes in the server cluster.
For example, if the database is suddenly slow, the server latency measurement is affected
as well. This will result in decreased load for the server even though the server has room
for more load. However, decrease in server load will lead to a decrease in database queries,
which may relieve load on the database and return latency back to normal.
The on-going measurement is used to generate latency statistics such as the minimum,
maximum, median, the 95th percentile value, average, and standard deviation. For each
time window, e.g., 1 second, these statistics are gathered and used as input to calculate the
load appropriate for the server.
Estimating load
Load sent to the server directly affects the server’s latency. Figure 6.2 shows our measure-
ment of a SIP proxy server’s load and latency. At a given load, each vertical line shows the
value of three statistics: minimum, 95th percentile, and maximum. The minimum value
remains constant across all loads, since this is the latency when there is no resource con-
tention. The maximum value is the worst-case latency that is affected by CPU scheduling,
cache misses, memory page faults, resource contention, and network delays. To guarantee
a strict constraint on maximum latency, one must work from the bottom-up starting with
hardware and operating systems that respond within a given timeframe. This is difficult
and expensive, so most applications use a percentile value such as the 95th percentile value.
By controlling load on the server, the 95th percentile latency can also be controlled.
Therefore, when an external event such as VM contention starts to degrade latency, the
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Figure 6.2: Load versus latency of a SIP proxy server. Each vertical line shows the minimum,
95th percentile, and maximum latency.
server reduces its load so that the 95th percentile latency is still within limits.
However, care must be taken not to overestimate acceptable load on the server. If the
acceptable load is overestimated, latency will degrade very quickly due to the extra load
that cannot be processed in time. Placing a hard limit on the maximum load helps to keep
the latency reasonable in normal situations without VM contention. During periods where
latency is high even when the load is below the maximum, we use a conservative policy
when increasing the load on the server so that load is increased at 10 calls every minute.
When reducing load, we reduce to 90% of the current load as soon as the 95th percentile
latency moves out of bounds.
The estimated load is updated periodically to the front-end queue. The protocol is very
simple. An update message is sent every x seconds to the front-end queue. The message
contains the IP address of the server and the server capacity measured in calls per second.
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The front-end queue replies with an OK message. A lost update message can degrade the
overall performance of the system. Therefore, TCP is used as the underlying transport
protocol to prevent message loss. Since update messages are short and throughput is not a
concern, TCP congestion avoidance or flow control algorithms are irrelevant for this purpose.
Front-end queue
The behavior of front-end queue is described in pseudocode in Listing 6.1. Thread 1 receives
an incoming message and checks to see if there is a {Call-ID, server} pair in memory. If there
is one, then the message is sent directly to the server. This is known as sticky session and
is important for correct behavior of SIP servers. As explained in Section 2.1, SIP messages
are bound to the session state in a server. SIP proxy servers will reject messages that do
not belong to a session, unless it is a message that starts a new session. If the {Call-ID,
server} mapping does not exist and the message is a SIP INVITE message, it is stored in
queue.
Thread 2 takes the first message from queue and chooses a destination server. This
creates a new {Call-ID, server} mapping in memory so that subsequent messages will be
correctly routed to the server. Once it sends the message, the server capacity is decreased
by one.
1 MSG: incoming message
2 Cal l−ID : Cal l−ID value in message
3 SERVER: a proxy s e r v e r
4
5 Thread 1 :
6 r e c e i v e incoming MSG
7 parse Cal l−ID from MSG
8 i f {Call−ID , SERVER} mapping e x i s t s
9 send MSG to SERVER
10 i f MSG i s s e s s i on−ending message
11 remove {MSG, SERVER} from mapping
12 else
13 s t o r e MSG in queue
14
15 Thread 2 :
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16 take the f i r s t MSG from queue
17 choose a SERVER with capac i ty > 0
18 add {Call−ID , SERVER} to mapping
19 decrement SERVER capac i ty by one
20 send MSG to SERVER
Listing 6.1: Front-end algorithm
The queue length is one of the factors in deciding queuing delay. We use a varying queue
length to control how long a packet waits in the queue. Varying queue length is described
in the next section.
Server scaling logic
From the front-end queue, the traffic arrival rate and the total server capacity can be
obtained. A server needs to be added when the traffic arrival rate λ approaches the total
server capacity θ, and removed when the total server capacity is less than the capacity of
n− 1 servers. We use a simple 80% threshold on the λθ ratio to add a server.
The bigger problem is the startup time of VMs in the cloud. On Amazon EC2, it takes
around 2 to 3 minutes on average to start a new VM [57]. To offset this starting time, a
spare VM can be powered on in advance. This type of n + 1 server configuration will not
be needed with improvements in startup time.
To remove a server, we follow the index-packing scheme [37], which distributes load to
a small number of servers so that idle servers can be turned off after a timeout. SIP proxy
servers usually store transaction state; therefore, an idle server can be turned off after a
timeout of few minutes when all transaction states within the server expires.
The total server capacity can fluctuate from time to time because each server’s load
is determined by individual latency statistics. Under normal conditions, the total server
capacity would remain stable because latency fluctuations in a small set of servers would
not affect the overall capacity. However, if there is a cluster-wide increase in latency, the
total server capacity may drop significantly across the cluster. In this case, scaling up more
servers in the cluster may not have any significant effect in controlling application latency.
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Figure 6.3: Experiment setup on Amazon EC2. Cassandra DB, used for storing user location
and credentials, is not shown in the figure.
6.4 Implementation
We implemented two prototype components to test our approach. The front-end queue
(FEQ) is a component described in the previous section and the Server Monitor And Ca-
pacity Estimation (SMACE) is a component that monitors servers and estimates capacity.
Both components are written in C for fast execution time. Figure 6.3 shows the location of
these two components in the server cluster.
Implementation of SMACE
SMACE measures the proxy server’s request-response latency by passively sniffing messages
using libpcap [52]. This incurs some overhead and an evaluation of throughput and latency
overhead is presented in Section 6.5. We used online algorithms to generate statistics like
the average and standard deviation, and the P2 algorithm [53] for estimating the median.
Minimum and maximum are trivial to obtain. For 95th percentile value, we implemented
a small, sorted array that is used to keep track of the top 5% of the values we have seen in
a time period. The smallest value in the array is the 95th percentile value. This method
of calculating the 95th percentile value is not scalable but it is still useful and fast enough
for our servers’ peak load of less than 500 calls per second, which translates to at most 25
values in the array.
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The user sets the limit on the 95th percentile latency and SMACE will adjust load in
order to meet those guidelines. To eliminate overly optimistic estimate of acceptable load,
we introduced a user-configurable parameter to specify the maximum load of the server.
This value can be easily obtained from a stress test of a server. Every second, SMACE
sends updates of the server capacity to the FEQ.
Implementation of FEQ
The Front-End Queue (FEQ) passively distributes messages to proxy servers, up to the
load requested by each server. FEQ only queues messages without an associated session.
Messages within existing sessions are forwarded to the appropriate server immediately. The
queue is allocated in memory with a fixed size, but a variable called queue length is used to
control the effective size of the queue. When queue length is filled, new calls are dropped.
As mentioned in Section 6.3, however, the best strategy is to proactively spawn servers so
that new calls can also be processed.
6.5 Evaluation
Evaluation setup
Most of our experiments were conducted on Amazon EC2. Figure 6.3 shows our testbed
setup. A stateless SIP server is placed in the front to deal with client interaction. The
front-end queue (FEQ) interacts with SMACE to send requests to servers. An open-source
SIP server called SIP Express Router [110] is used for both the stateless SIP server and the
SIP proxy server. A SIP load generator called sipp [39] is used for calling and receiving
calls. The type of VM used on Amazon EC2 is shown in Table 6.1.
Component VM Type Cores Memory Network
VM 1 c1.medium 2 1.7 GiB Moderate
VM 2 m1.small 1 1.7 GiB Low
sipp m1.small 1 1.7 GiB Low
Table 6.1: Type of EC2 instances used for evaluation. VM 1, VM 2, and sipp are shown in
Figure 6.3
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Cores CPU Model Memory Linux Kernel
EC2 m1.small 1 Xeon 5110 (1.60GHz) 1.7 GiB 2.6.35.14
Local VM 1 Xeon E5-2650 (2.00GHz) 1.0 GiB 2.6.27.21























Figure 6.4: 95th percentile latency on Amazon EC2 versus local VM. The server on Amazon
EC2 displays much more variation than the server on a local VM at the same low load level
of 300 calls/sec.
EC2 versus local VM
To verify the resource contention problem in the wild, we indirectly compared the latency
of a server on Amazon EC2 to the latency of the same server on a local VM. We tried to
configure the local VM so that it would be very similar to the image on Amazon EC2. Table
6.2 shows our setup.
As shown in Figure 6.4, there is much more variation in latency on Amazon EC2.
Especially from time 300 seconds to around 400 seconds, there is a period of higher latency
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even though no other CPU or I/O intensive process was running within the VM. This points
to the possibility of VM contention.
We verified that similar latency variations could be seen in a local VM as well, when
there is contention among VMs with a single network card. As a proxy server is not CPU-
intensive and moderately network-intensive, the higher latency strongly suggests that a
neighboring VM on Amazon EC2 was sending or receiving packets from time 300 seconds
to 400 seconds.
Load estimation behavior
Figure 6.5 shows how SMACE reacts to variations in latency by increasing or reducing the
load. The actual load, or goodput, is shown as a solid line and the requested load is shown
as the dotted line. If the latency spikes above the threshold, SMACE reduces the load to
90% of the current goodput. SMACE increases the requested load by a simple formula
when the latency is below threshold.



















































Figure 6.5: SMACE tries to reduce latency by reducing load when latency is above threshold.
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Due to the latency-to-threshold ratio in the formula, the load increase is small if the
latency is close to the threshold while load increase is big if latency is safely under the
threshold.
To guard against excessive fluctuations in requested load, SMACE only changes the
requested load every 10 seconds. The graph shows this behavior; at around 90 and 270




























Figure 6.6: Goodput versus offered load with and without server monitoring shows no
degradation until 900 calls per second.
Server monitoring overhead is shown in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. During our measurements,
the goodput was not affected by SMACE although we expect minor overhead at higher
loads. Figure 6.7 shows measurements of how long it takes for the caller to hear the ring
tone. The latency shown in the graph includes network delays on both the caller and callee.
Assuming a 250 millisecond round trip time to the opposite side of the globe, the ring time
for international calls will still be less than 1 second even at load of 900 calls per second.
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95th percentile w/o smace
95th percentile w/ smace
Figure 6.7: Time-to-ringtone measured by sipp. Latency is measured from “INVITE sent”
until “180 Ringing received”.
In this chapter, we presented a cloud support system for latency-sensitive telephony
applications. Latency variations in the cloud are unpredictable due to resource contention
between VMs colocated on the same physical hardware. As a result, a server may suffer
from increased latency due to resource contention even if the server load is stable.
Our system ensures that servers in the cloud are always running at peak performance
with respect to latency. The server is constantly monitored for latency. Based on these
latency statistics, for example the 95th percentile value, the next server load is calculated
and requested from the front-end queue. The front-end queue passively distributes load
to the server up to the requested amount. By reducing the load on a high latency server,
the system lets other servers with better latency handle more load. When latency drops to
normal levels, load is increased gradually to fully utilize the server.
Our approach was implemented for a cluster of SIP proxy servers for telephony services.
This approach may also be used for other latency-sensitive applications with a request-
response transaction model, such as stock trading or airline reservation systems.
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Chapter 7
High availability of telephony
services
7.1 Introduction
Telephony services need to be resilient to failures. However, telephony services are complex
systems built with multiple components, so knowing how to implement a highly available
service on top of cloud platforms is not straightforward. In this chapter, we present the
consequences of component failures on the availability of the overall system; on whether
failure of components result in a failure of the overall system to process new incoming calls.
How to build a highly available cloud-based system, where new calls are accepted even in
the presence of component faults, is also presented.
Our approach to failure analysis is qualitative and macroscopic: the focus is on how
component failures affect the entire system and its functionality to accept new calls, not on
how individual components within the system are made more resilient. Individual compo-
nents may fail for many reasons, e.g. due to hardware, software, or virtual machine faults
(see Section 7.3), but our main interest is neither on how they fail nor on how to make the
individual components more resilient.
The analysis deals with single component faults. The result of our analysis, in Section
7.5, is the illustration of the chain of events that occurs, starting from a component fault
and leading towards success or failure of the system to process new incoming calls. Once
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such a chain of events has been identified, we discuss ways to block it or mask the fault so
that it does not lead to total service failure.
In our experiments, we terminate a single component within the system to investigate the
details of how it affects other components in the system. The component that fails, i.e., the
root cause of system failure, fails completely since we’re shutting down the process. In other
words, our experiment is with faulty components that show fail-stop behavior, i.e., when a
component fails, it stops completely. There are no assumptions about surviving components.
They may be partially operating, leading to partial system failure. Investigation of how
partial failure in a faulty component can affect the overall system is outside the scope of
this work.
The failure experiments are conducted on a prototype system that is representative of
a class of telephony systems that use the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) for signaling
and the Real Time Protocol (RTP) for media delivery. The prototype system is built with
open-source components and designed using architecture commonly found in SIP/RTP sys-
tems. By analyzing such a representative system, our aim is to make our results generally
applicable to a whole class of systems instead of being applicable only to our specific im-
plementation. Both the methodology of our experiments and the representative system is
explained further in Section 7.4.
Lastly, based on the results from our analysis, we make recommendations on how to
make telephony services more resilient to component failures in Section 7.6. These rec-
ommendations are not specific to emergency calls but generally applicable to SIP server
clusters.
Our contributions are the following:
1. cause-and-effect analysis of overall system failures from single component faults;
2. identification of problems unique to telephony services on cloud platforms;
3. recommendations on how to solve the identified problems.
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7.2 Related work
There are lots of literature about handling SIP failures. Oppenheimer et al. [75] looked into
why Internet services such as web portals, content hosting, and web sites with mostly read
operations fail. The web service examined by the authors used basic three-tier architecture;
that is, a load balancer tier to direct traffic, a stateless web server tier, and a persistent
data store tier. The authors used similar categories as those of Gray [43] - node hardware,
network hardware, node software, network software, environment, operator error, overload,
or unknown - to describe faults that lead to Internet service failure. The authors perused
post-mortem reports and problem-tracking databases of three online service operators and
found that component redundancy generally does a good job of masking component failures
but not against operator failures and network failures. In our work, we also verified that
component failures in SIP server clusters can also be masked with component redundancy.
Our work is similar to Chaos Monkey [111], a tool used by Netflix to test the resilience of
their video streaming platform. Chaos Monkey generates random failures in Netflix produc-
tion nodes to make sure single component failures do not affect the customer experience.
Much like Chaos Monkey, we induce single component failures on a SIP server cluster.
While Chaos Monkey’s goal is to empirically prove that failures do not affect the system,
our goal is to figure out how failures affect the system so that we can improve it.
A real world example of a fault that brought down many components occurred in Ama-
zon’s Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) service [2]. According to the post-mortem report [3],
the root cause of the service failure was a configuration error during normal network scal-
ing activity. Traffic destined for high-capacity primary network was temporarily switched
to a low-capacity secondary network that was designed only for data replication between
storage components. This resulted in storage components being completely isolated from
each other, triggering an aggressive re-mirroring storm after the network was restored. The
re-mirroring storm ultimately affected other parts of the system, bringing down larger parts
of the service not directly affected by the storm.
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7.3 Why do individual components fail?
As noted in Section 7.1, exploring the reasons that components fail is not the main focus of
the chapter. However, it is beneficial to find out about why they do fail since this informs
and enriches the results that we will get from our experiments. This section is dedicated to
understanding why components fail.
Terminology
Avizienis et al. [8] systematically defines failure, error, and fault. Failure is “an event that
occurs when the delivered service deviates from correct service”. An error is defined as a
deviation from correct state, that is, an incorrect state of the system. A fault is the cause
of an error. In short, a fault causes a system to go into error and the error may lead to
system failure.
This chapter is about individual components. Therefore, we use the term “failure”
in this context to mean failure of an individual component, not the failure of an entire
telephony service. Likewise, an “error” is a deviant state within an individual component
and “fault” is the cause of such error.
Faults that lead to component failure
According to Gray [43], potential cause of system failure can be categorized into hardware,
software, environment, and administration faults. The categories of faults described in
Avizienis et al. [8] are more elaborate but they can be reduced to the four categories used
by Gray. We follow Gray’s category describe component faults.
Under each fault category, we explain
• why it happens,
• how it affects the component,
• how often it happens, and
• how to prevent the fault or mask its effects.
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Hardware faults
Hardware faults arise from malfunctioning or non-functioning CPU, memory, disk drive,
network card, motherboard, or power supply. These, in turn, could be caused by bad
manufacturing (infant mortality), physical degradation (end-of-life mortality), or abuse such
as overclocking a CPU [73]. In some cases, natural phenomena such as cosmic rays or solar
flares can interfere with the proper operation of hardware [8].
Hardware problems may be diagnosed at the early booting stage with Power On Self
Tests (POTS). The faults that are not detected could lead to unexplained software behavior
or operating system crashes.
Gray [43] reports that, after subtracting infant mortality, hardware faults are a minor
contributor to total system outages1. The reason is that machines are made fault-tolerant
by redundancy, examples being RAID systems and dual power adapters, so that a hardware
fault does not immediately lead to component failure.
Virtualization may further increase a component’s hardware fault-tolerance. Patnaik et
al. [79] shows how to use virtual machine migration in an active-passive configuration to
recover from faults. Extensive checkpointing is performed during runtime between the active
node and the passive node to synchronize buffers and memory state at the operating system
level, including the state and buffer of the network stack. When the hardware on which
the active node resides fails, the passive node takes over with application state consistent
with the active node. Patnaik et al. [79] used this technique on SIP/RTP components and
reports complete recovery for signaling but mixed results for media streams due to packet
delays and losses during continuous checkpointing. An advantage of this method is that the
SIP/RTP components do not have to be modified; all the hard work of synchronizing state
is performed by the hypervisor. However, the CPU load was as much as five times higher
for synchronization than for performance without synchronization.
1Gray’s study was done in 1985 for a line of fault-tolerant Tandem computer systems. The relative
frequency of faults still seems to be valid, as shown in a 2003 paper by Oppenheimer et al. [75], in which
the authors investigated why Internet services fail. Although these are two different systems, analyzed at
different levels of abstraction, the relative frequency of faults that lead to system failure were similar.
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Software faults
Software faults occur because of bugs that were not fixed while developing the software or
by bugs newly introduced in an upgrade. Bugs have a wide range of effects on software
such as hanging or crashing the software, degrading performance, or corrupting data.
In a study of bugs in two popular open source software packages, Mozilla and Apache
Web Server, bugs were categorized by root cause as memory bugs, concurrency bugs, or
semantic bugs [60]. Memory bugs are in code that mishandle memory objects, such as a
double free or referencing a null pointer. Concurrency bugs appear in multi-threaded or
multi-processor environment where the indeterminacy of the order and the atomicity of
operation can lead to deadlocks and race conditions. Semantics bugs refer to application-
level error in code, such as an incorrect implementation of a specification or an unresponsive
button. Neglecting an exception, such as a full hard disk, is also considered a semantic bug.
Gray [43] categorizes bugs as Bohrbugs and Heisenbugs, based on the relative frequency
of bug manifestation. Bohrbugs are easily detected because they manifest with regular
frequency. In well-tested software, most Bohrbugs are fixed before the software is shipped.
On the other hand, Heisenbugs are harder to detect because they do not occur regularly
and may disappear when the software environment changes or the software is restarted. It
takes time to fix Heisenbugs. However, restarting the software is a good way to get rid of
a Heisenbug manifestation.
There are numerous papers, practices, and tools on how to reduce bugs in software.
Debugging tools [103], bug detection at compile time and runtime [55] [72], software testing
[13] are some of the examples of techniques that can help programmers reduce bugs in
software, although none by itself is effective.
In Gray’s report [43], software faults are a major contributor to system outages in Tan-
dem computers, second to administration faults. Furthermore, writing concurrent programs
that take advantage of multicore hardware is difficult, and even patches for concurrency bugs
can be buggy due to the difficulty in reasoning about non-determinism [61]. With increasing
software complexity, it seems that software faults will continue to be a major contributor
to component failures.
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Environment faults
Environment faults encompass power failures and network failures. Power failures may
occur because of problems with power generation, like the northeast blackout of 2003 [4], or
with power distribution anywhere along the grid. Network failures Natural disasters such
as earthquakes and tornadoes, and man-made disasters such as fire are a few of the reasons
that environment faults can occur.
Redundancy is a core principle in dealing with environment faults. Having backup power
sources, such as Uninterruptable Power Supply (UPS), and multiple upstream network
providers is common practice in data centers. Also, geographic redundancy of servers helps
to continue service despite local natural and man-made disasters.
Environment faults are the smallest contributor to system outages [43], but when it
happens, it affects a large proportion of components in a data center or a geographic area.
Administration faults
Most administration faults are from normal maintenance such as upgrading the hardware or
software, performing preventive maintenance procedures, adding or removing a component,
or configuring a component [43] [75]. It is known that making changes to a component is
risky, even if the human operator is competent, when new hardware or software has to be
installed [43]. Also, configuration is often difficult the more interconnected and complex
the component is. Furthermore, human operators occasionally make mistakes, like typing
a wrong command or unplugging the wrong module.
According to Gray [43], administration faults are the largest source of failures. The
reason for this, according to Oppenheimer et al. [75], is that administration faults are harder
to mask than software or hardware faults. Redundancy does not mask administration
faults as well as hardware faults and to a lesser extent, software faults. For example, a
misconfigured component may not work properly, even though the hardware and software
within the component are fault-tolerant.
Gray [43] suggests that making self-configuring systems with minimal maintenance and
a simple and consistent operator interface is essential to reduce administrative faults. In-
stalling tested hardware and software and then avoiding unnecessary changes may also be
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a good strategy.
Relevance to our experiments
As mentioned in Section 7.1, components are shutdown in our experiments. What kind of
faults makes the component fail completely, like the shutdown we’re introducing artificially?
An obvious example is referencing a null pointer, at which the process is forced to terminate.
At this point, the component is no longer functioning.
Sometimes the distinction is subtle. For example, when there is a network card fault,
the component is inaccessible from other entities but other parts of the component are still
functioning correctly. However, in the viewpoint of other entities, this component is no
longer functioning. Therefore, this is also a case of a complete failure.
Other examples of faults that lead to complete component failure are: misconfigurations
that disable the component’s main function or communication with other entities, power
shutdown, and deadlocks.
In our experiments, the root-cause component could have failed from any of the faults
above. We do not make the distinction since our focus is on what happens to state of the
entire system after a component fails; whether the error is visible externally, how many
other components are affected, and the ways to recover the system.
7.4 Methodology
Overview
As mentioned earlier, the goal of the project is to expose how single component faults affect
a real-time communication system’s ability to process a new call. In this section, we delve
into what class of system is under investigation, and how we designed and conducted the
experiment. Results from these experiments are explained in the next section.
In this section, we describe the system under investigation. The section starts with an
explanation of the real-time communications system from the highest level of abstraction
(the whole system as a blackbox), continues towards the middle level of abstraction (archi-
tecture and components), and ends with implementation details of our specific prototype.
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Figure 7.1: The system at the highest level of abstraction - as a blackbox.
The adoption of a commonly found architecture and the use of open-source products are
intentional: the analysis of failures in such a system should be beneficial to a wider group
of designers and practitioners.
The method and the end product of investigation is also described in this section. The
end product of the investigation is an explanation of a chain of events, triggered by a
component fault, and how it ultimately affects the whole system. Three main points of
interest are: which of the surviving components are affected, how they are affected, and
whether the fault leads to a system failure that affects clients. The chain of events are
constructed by following these steps:
1. A single fault is triggered manually by terminating a running process of the selected
component.
2. The state of the surviving components and the state at the system boundary are
captured and observed for a period of time.
3. Any change in state are noted and used to construct the event chain.
The system under investigation
System as a blackbox
At the highest level of abstraction, the entire real-time communications system is a black
box that interacts with users, as shown in Figure 7.1. This view of the system allows us to
define the functions of the system and its behavior during failure.
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Functions
This class of system handles both signaling and media delivery for users. On the signaling
side, functions provided are:
1. registration of users,
2. session establishment between users, and
3. re-negotiation of an established session.
On the media delivery side, the functions provided are:
1. media delivery for users behind Network Address Translation (NAT) devices,
2. conferencing, and
3. lawful intercept of media.
More advanced functions, such as call transfer or music-on-hold, may be provided by
the system. However, we chose to investigate how component faults affect the most basic
functions such as the ones mentioned above.
System behavior during failure
At this level of abstraction, system failure results in failure to process new incoming calls.
Disregarding communication faults between the users and the system, the following behavior
shows that the system is in an error state:
• unresponsiveness, where the user’s request times out;
• returning an error response, such as SIP 5xx responses or a SIP “408 Request Time-
out” response;
• no media flow from the system.
The system handles media delivery as well; therefore, a lack of media packets from the
system is an indicator of system failure.
During the experiment, responses and media packets are recorded and used as an indi-
cator of overall system failure.
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DNS server
Figure 7.2: The system under investigation has a common architecture found in many
real-time communication systems.
System architecture and components
As shown in Figure 7.2, the architecture follows a design found in many real-time commu-
nication systems, with components such as the DNS server, load balancer, proxy, database,
media relay, and conference server. This type of architecture is common because it allows
the service to scale using inexpensive commodity hardware and software. The architecture
is also identical to the architecture shown in Chapter 5 where the system was used for
experiments in dynamic scaling. As such, this system also supports AL2 availability where
calls that are dropped due to SIP proxy failures need to be re-established by subscribers.
The DNS server directs user requests to one of the load balancers, which forwards
requests to the proxy without maintaining state. The proxy provides the main signaling
functions of the system. As mentioned in the previous section, the functions are registration,
session establishment, and re-negotiation of sessions. The database stores user information,
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such as the contact information, necessary for the proxy to operate correctly.
The media relay provides media traversal for clients behind Network Address Translation
(NAT) devices and is also used for lawful intercept. For all sessions established, media goes
through the relay regardless of the activation of lawful intercept or whether the client is
behind a NAT device. Doing so simplifies session routing logic and may be useful for future
value-added features, but it comes at the cost of delays to end-to-end media packets and
the use of more bandwidth.
Conference servers provide conferencing feature for sessions of three parties or more.
System boundary
Figure 7.3 shows a Venn diagram of components classified based on system boundary.
Components that interact directly with the clients are grouped as external components.
As such, any fault from an external boundary component affects the client directly.
Proxies and database servers are never exposed to the client. However, any fault within
these components may propagate to the external boundary. A resilient system blocks or
masks propagation of a component fault.
Media relays and conference servers are not exposed to the client initially, but are ex-
posed during call sessions in order to relay media streams. The status of the four components
within the external circle determines whether the system is responsive to client requests.
Component states
The state of each component, relevant to the failure experiment, is the following:
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Figure 7.3: Components classified by system boundary. External components are ones that
are in direct contact with clients. Media relay and conference servers are exposed to clients
only during call session.
Component What constitutes its state
DNS server DNS records of load balancers
Load balancer The dispatch (proxy) list and the client connection
list.
Proxy Transaction success or failure?
State can be observed by response type or lack of
response.
Database Up-or-down status only since we do not add or delete
users during our
experiments.
Media relay Current RTP clients
Conference server Current conference calls
Client Session success or failure?
State can be observed by DNS queries and SIP
requests generated by the client.
System state is an aggregate of each state of the components within the system. A
system error state is a system state where the state of each component is not congruent
with the rest of the components in the system. For example, if a load balancer’s dispatch
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list contains a dead proxy, its state is not congruent with the (dead) state of the proxy.
Therefore, it is an error state that leads to service failure. The detail augments the service
failure indicator, such as 5xx responses, for possible reasons of system failure.
Dependency between components
Figure 7.4 shows the dependency between components in the system. The dependency
graph is a natural consequence of architecture design. The arrows show the direction in
which one component affects another. For example, the operational status of database
components affect the proxy. In other words, the proxy is dependent on the status of
database components.
This graph is important when reconstructing the chain-of-events that occur after the
initial fault(s). For example, a proxy fault can only directly affect the load balancer, so any
state change in the rest of the components must be a side effect of a proxy fault.
database
Figure 7.4: Dependency between components.
Implementation of components
The system was implemented using open-source products such as the SIP Express Router
(SER) [110], Cassandra [6], RTPproxy [100], Asterisk [114], and PowerDNS [82]. The
following table shows which open-source products were used for each component.
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Component Open-source implementation Version
DNS server PowerDNS 2.9.22
Load balancer SIP Express Router 3.2.0
Proxy SIP Express Router2 3.2.0
Database Cassandra 0.7.0
Media relay RTPproxy 1.2.1
Conference server Asterisk 1.6.0.5
Configuration for scalability and redundancy
The components are configured to dynamically adapt to changes in the system. For example,
when a new load balancer is added to the system, a new DNS record is generated and added
to the DNS server. This allows clients to connect to the new load balancer when it’s ready
to serve requests.
Components are also configured for redundancy. There are at least two instances of
each component. However, this does not necessarily mean that the components are acting
as a pair-wise backup buddy. The surviving component will accept new transactions but
old transactions on the faulty component are lost.
Operation on a cloud platform
The system operates on the Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (EC2) platform [2]. Amazon
EC2 allows operators to initiate or terminate components through their web interface and
through their APIs.
Method of investigation
The following steps are taken for each experiment.
1. System preparation
The system is initiated with 1 DNS server, 2 load balancers, 2 proxies, 2 database
2The SIP Express Router was modified to work with Cassandra as its database backend.
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Figure 7.5: Chain of events triggered by a fault at Component A.
servers, 2 media relays, and 2 conference servers. Each component runs on a separate
virtual machine instance in Amazon EC2.
2. Inducing component fault
Experimentation begins with a manually induced component fault. The component
under test is terminated manually by killing the main process. There are six com-
ponents in the system; therefore, there are six experiments for the single component
fault.
3. Recording and gathering the state of components
The relevant states of each component were explained previously in this section. The
state information is recorded, either as a log file or a packet trace.
4. Analysis and construction of the chain-of-events
Figure 7.5 shows an abstract example of an event chain. This kind of cause-and-effect
chains is the result of analyzing the state changes in the components.
Quantitative analysis
A quantitative analysis of the prototype system is not presented in this thesis for two
reasons. First, the focus of this chapter is not about achieving five nines availability but on
qualitatively investigating how component faults affect the overall availability of the system.
Second, the conclusions derived from a quantitative analysis is not beneficial outside the
prototype system since the quantitative aspects of systems differ based on architecture, the
type and version of software installed, and configuration of components.
However, a simple quantitative comparison can be made between a prototype that does
not have redundant components versus a prototype that does. As shown in Figure 7.4,
the prototype consists of six components that are in a serial configuration with regard to
reliability. That is, if any of the components fail in a non-redundant system, the system
will not function properly as if the entire system is down. Let’s say each component is
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95% reliable for a one-year mission. The overall reliability of a non-redundant system is
0.956 = 0.74 or 74% for a one-year mission.
In contrast, having two of each component in a parallel configuration makes the overall
system more reliable. Assuming the same 95% reliability for each component for a one-year
mission, the overall reliability of this redundant system is (1− (1− 0.95)2)6 = 0.99 or 99%
reliable for a one-year mission. Having three of each component brings reliability up to
99.9%.
Availability of a system depends not only on reliability of each component but also on
operational factors such as the mean-time-to-repair (MTTR). A redundant system masks
the effects of component downtime and its MTTR, which generally helps increase the overall
availability of the system.
The prototype studied in this chapter is configured as a two-component redundant
system since it is the minimally viable solution to qualitatively analyze component faults
in a redundant system.
7.5 Single component faults and its effects
How does a single component fault affect service availability? Single component faults may
be masked by running redundant components and failing over automatically to another
component. A series of analysis on how a single component fault can lead to service failure,
with and without automatic failover mechanisms, are presented separately in this section.
Analysis results are shown in cause-and-effect graphs, starting with a component fault and
ending in failure or success of processing new calls.
There are some issues that cannot be solved with simple failover mechanisms employed
in our experiments. These are explained in discussions at the end of this section. Discussions
about the limitations of our analysis and whether the results are specific to our system or
are general to classes of systems are also included.
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Figure 7.6: Effects of load balancer fault without automatic failover.
Effects of a single component fault without automatic failover
The effects of each type of component fault on service availability vary significantly. In the
set of results described in this section, the components are redundant and so there is one
component that survives the faulty component but there is no automatic failover mechanism.
These results serve as a comparative base case for subsequent analysis of component faults
with automatic failover.
Load balancer fault
Figure 7.6 shows the effects of a load balancer fault. Two other components are affected by
the fault: DNS server and proxy.
The top half shows that without automatic failover, the DNS configuration remains
unchanged after the fault. Whether a new incoming call succeeds or fails depends on client
behavior. If the client tries one of the load balancers that failed, then the call fails as well.
Of course, the client could be lucky and choose a load balancer that is alive. If the client
is smart, it would try all the load balancers returned by the DNS server before giving up.
However, there are no standards on how a client should behave when it cannot reach a load
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balancer.
The bottom half shows that the proxy is also affected by load balancer fault. When a
proxy relays a SIP INVITE message to the recipient, the proxy may have chosen a faulty
outbound load balancer. In this case, the proxy repeatedly sends the SIP INVITE message
to the faulty load balancer and eventually times out. The proxy generates a 408 Timeout
reply, which traverses the SIP Via header chain to the original sender and the call fails.
DNS server fault
The DNS server is the first component that a client contacts for service discovery. An ideal
DNS server replies to the client’s NAPTR and SRV queries with the name, address, and
port of available load balancers.
Figure 7.7 shows what happens when the authoritative DNS server fails. Much depends
on the behavior of the DNS resolver, usually located close to the client. A DNS resolver
works for the client to send queries to the DNS server and caches responses for future use.
Ironically in this case, an agile DNS resolver that is quick to refresh its cache to get up-
to-date information may actually hurt the client’s chance of making a successful call. This
happens because the DNS resolver cannot reach the authoritative DNS server and lets the
client know that it is unable to locate any server. On the other hand, a DNS resolver that
retains stale records in its cache may be beneficial to the client since load balancers may
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Figure 7.7: Effects of DNS server fault.
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Proxy fault
Proxies are the main workhorse of the system. If a proxy fails and recovery steps are not
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Figure 7.8: Effects of proxy fault.
Database fault
A database instance contains user registration information, which is vital to relaying calls
to its intended recipient. As Figure 7.9 shows, a database server fault results in the proxy












Figure 7.9: Effects of DB fault.
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Media relay fault
Media relay failover mechanism is implemented by default in the proxy; therefore, there is
no cause-and-effect analysis for this fault. For new incoming calls, the surviving media relay
will be chosen automatically by the proxy. Unfortunately, on-going calls will be dropped
because call participants will not be able to hear each other.
Conference server fault
Figure 7.10 shows the effects of conference server fault on the proxy. The proxy, without
any failover mechanism, keeps sending the SIP INVITE message to the conference server



















Figure 7.10: Effects of conference fault.
Effects of a single component fault with automatic failover
This section shows results of fault experiments where components had some form of au-
tomatic failover capability. What the failover capability looked like, and the result of the
experiment are described next.
Load balancer fault
There are two components that are affected by a load balancer fault: DNS server and
proxy, as shown in Figure 7.4. The top portion of Figure 7.11 shows that while the records
on authoritative DNS server are updated automatically, the client experience depends on
whether the DNS resolver’s cache is refreshed. As opposed to the case where automatic
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recovery was not implemented, an updated cache results in call success since faulty load
balancers are removed from the DNS answer section. The lower portion of Figure 7.11
shows that the proxy server was not successful in failing over to the other load balancer.
The proxy generates a 408 Request Timeout message, which is relayed to the caller by
traversing the SIP Via header list. This may be a transient fault since the proxy server will
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Figure 7.11: Effects of load balancer fault with failover mechanism.
DNS server fault
We did not experiment with authoritative DNS server faults. Authoritative DNS servers are
usually setup with a primary server and one or more secondary servers. This redundancy
is typically required when registering a new domain. Therefore, a DNS server fault would
be recovered through normal DNS operation.
Proxy fault
With automatic failover, a proxy fault leads to the reconfiguration of the dispatch list in
all load balancers in the system. After the reconfiguration, load balancers no longer send
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messages to the faulty proxy, so all new incoming calls are processed correctly. This is
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Figure 7.12: Effects of proxy fault.
Database fault
The proxy is the only component affected by a database fault. The proxy recovers from
a database fault by connecting to another database instance, if the original instance fails.












Figure 7.13: Effects of DB fault.
Media relay fault
A media relay fault only affects the proxy. The proxy recovers from a media relay fault by
connecting to the other media relay, just like when it deals with a database fault, which
leads to successful processing of new incoming calls. Figure 7.14 shows the cause-and-effect
diagram of a media relay fault. On-going calls are dropped by call participants because














Figure 7.14: Effects of media relay fault.
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Conference server fault
Like the previous faults, a conference server fault affects only the proxy. The proxy tries
the faulty conference server first. But after sending the SIP INVITE message until retrans-
mission timeout, the proxy sends the SIP INVITE message to the other conference server,













Figure 7.15: Effects of conference server fault.
Discussion
With an automatic recovery scheme, most problems with processing new incoming calls
were solved. One failure was due to stale DNS resolver cache, which is outside the control
of the voice service provider. The other failure was due to a static configuration, which
could not be updated while the proxy was running. These problems and a few other issues
discovered during the experiments are discussed in this section.
DNS issues
Resolver cache: The DNS resolver cache plays a big role in whether a new call can be
successfully delivered to the servers or not. However, the resolver is outside the control of
the voice service provider and this makes it a hard problem to solve.
Fortunately, a recent study [36] on the behavior of DNS resolvers revealed that resolvers
are better at honoring TTL values than a decade ago. The percentage of client and resolvers
combined that did not conform to the TTL value was 47% in 2004. In 2014, the number
dropped to 2%.
For the remaining 2%, a way to side step the issue might be to distribute clients that use
all DNS answers before giving up on the service. As shown in the results on load balancer
faults and authoritative DNS server faults, even if the cache does not respect TTL values
and the records are stale, some of the load balancers that the (stale) records point to may
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actually be alive. Therefore, a client that tries to use all DNS records may still be able to
get service. However, the standards document [89] that describes how clients should behave
when trying to reach SIP load balancers only suggests that clients try all DNS records
before giving up. As such, some SIP stacks like the one used by Asterisk [114] try only one
of multiple DNS records it receives. Unless this behavior is considered a software bug, it
seems unlikely that the client behavior will be fixed.
Redundant authoritative servers: It was explained earlier in Section 7.5 that multiple
authoritative DNS servers are configured so that any one fault does not bring down the
entire service. We didn’t experiment with a redundant setup of authoritative DNS servers
but we note that an update to the zone file in a primary DNS server must be synced with
all the backup DNS servers. In this section, how this may be done using normal DNS
operations or otherwise, is explained.
DNS zone transfer is a standard DNS record replication procedure that uses the AXFR
protocol [67]. The protocol is initiated by the secondary DNS server, which connects to the
primary server for any changes to the zone file, and if there are changes to the serial number,
it requests for all records and receives them. There is a problem with this approach because
secondary servers may not be synced before the primary server fails. To deal with this
problem, primary servers can send a NOTIFY message [118] to secondary servers. Popular
DNS server software, such as BIND [50] and PowerDNS [82], implement the DNS NOTIFY
mechanism.
Another method for DNS record replication is to use a file sync program, such as rsync,
or use the replication mechanisms of the database management system itself. However,
these mechanisms are limited to use within a single organization since it will not be easy
to share database privileges or access credentials across different organizations.
Static configuration issues: When a statically configured component fails, it is hard
for a dependent component to recover from that fault. An example was shown in Figure
7.11 where a load balancer fault resulted in a system failure; the faulty load balancer was
statically configured in a proxy as the outbound load balancer. Since the proxy configuration
could not be updated on the fly, the proxy failed to relay the SIP INVITE message to the
recipient.
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This issue is relevant for all other types of faults as well, even the ones where our results
show that the system was successful in dealing with faults. The limitation of our experiment
is that the recovery mechanism was statically configured. For example, for conference server
faults, the proxy was configured to try one first, and if there is no reply try the other. The
configuration was static in the sense that IP addresses of the primary and backup conference
servers are hard-coded into the recovery mechanism.
There are two problems with this kind of static configuration: first, it is not scalable,
and second, it is not ideal for cloud platforms where VM instances and the IP address
assigned to the VM instance may be gone forever. The first point is clear. If we had 100
media relay instances, we would have to statically configure all of them in each proxy. If a
media relay is permanently dead, there is no way to take it out of the proxy configuration
unless we kill the proxy, reconfigure it, and then restart it. Obviously, this is not a good
management strategy.
The second point is where the problem becomes bigger for statically configured com-
ponents. If a dependent component fails, and a new replacement component is started
with a new VM instance, it would have a new IP address. The new component cannot be
used unless configurations can be updated dynamically. Section 7.6.2 is a discussion on the
dynamic configuration of components.
Connection reuse problem
During the experiments, we found a problem with using multiple load balancers. The
problem is shown in Figure 7.16. In the Figure, Client B has a TCP connection to the
bottom load balancer. When Client A sends a SIP INVITE message destined for Client
B, the message first traverses the top load balancer and is processed by the proxy. The
proxy looks up the registration data for Client B and sends the message to its outbound
load balancer. If this proxy is configured to send messages to the top load balancer, the
top load balancer cannot relay the message to Client B since it does not have an existing
TCP connection to Client B; and the load balancer drops the message. The same problem
would occur if Client A or Client B were behind a restrictive NAT.
This problem may be sidestepped by using a single powerful load balancer or an active-
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Figure 7.16: Connection reuse problem illustrated.
standby configuration for redundancy. However, scalability is compromised due to the use
of one active load balancer.
If multiple load balancers are to be used, one potential approach is for the load balancers
to share client connection information, and relay the message to whichever load balancer
is responsible. A similar approach is that if the proxy can view the client connection
information, the proxy may be able to choose the outbound load balancer based on the
information.
7.6 Recommendations for a resilient system
In a resilient system, the effects of a fault does not percolate beyond the system and is
therefore not experienced by the client. One way we looked at masking the fault is for a
dependent component to automatically contact a non-faulty component. The results were
presented in Section 7.5.
However, as it was noted in Section 7.5, there are fundamental problems not addressed by
the current system architecture and components. One problem is the DNS cache problem,
which is outside the control of service providers. Another problem is that some components,
e.g., proxies, are statically configured and its configurations cannot be modified on the fly.
In this section, we recommend some approaches that may lead to a more resilient system.
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7.6.1 Smarter client
In our experiments, we ignored the effects of client software on service availability. The
reason is that the service provider may not have direct control on what kind of client
software their customers are allowed to use. However, the client software could play a role
in enhancing service availability. This section describes some techniques that the client
software can use to enhance service availability.
Being aggressive about contacting load balancers
As shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.11, the client we used in our experiments gave up after
one try to reach a load balancer although it had received DNS records for both the faulty
load balancer and the non-faulty one. It tried the first record that pointed to a faulty
load balancer, didn’t succeed in getting a response, and then stopped trying altogether. If
the client software had been aggressive about contacting all load balancers, it would have
succeeded in making a new call. The telecommunications industry does not seem have strict
guidelines for aggressive server discovery. IMS clients could receive multiple P-CSCF IP
addresses from a single Fully Qualified Domain Name (FQDN) of the P-CSCF it needs to
reach, but it is only recommended that the client try another address in case it fails to reach
the first one [74].
Remembering load balancers
In Figure 7.7, the client fails to make a call because the DNS resolver returns a “No server
could be reached” message. In this case, the client could remember the last load balancer
that successfully responded to its request and try to contact that load balancer. Since the
cause of the issue is a faulty authoritative DNS server, it is likely that the load balancer is
still available to process new calls.
However, this kind of client behavior may backfire if applied to other cases. For example,
in the case where a load balancer is being retired for maintenance and left out of the DNS
records, a client that remembers and keeps using this load balancer will eventually fail.
Therefore, client software should use this in situations where it can’t contact any load
balancer. DNS resolver returning a “No server could be reached” message fits this situation.
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Re-registering after load balancer failure
Due to the connection reuse problem, as shown in Figure 7.16, a load balancer fault leads
to a ‘lost’ client, meaning that it can’t be reached anymore if the client is behind NAT or
connected by TCP. The client had registered properly but cannot receive any message from
the system. In this case, the client can help the situation by re-registering with another
load balancer, which is akin to the end-to-end principle for reliability [92] where application
functions reside in the end clients.
7.6.2 Dynamic configuration of failover components
One of our findings from the experiments is that static configuration of failover compo-
nents is problematic for fault recovery when utilizing cloud platforms. There are existing
techniques that may be helpful in allowing components to configure it during runtime in a
dynamic environment. These are described in this section.
Runtime reload of configuration
Load balancers in our system already have a method of reloading configuration during
runtime. The method relies on a feature of the SIP Express Router [110] that allows
commands to be sent to it via a TCP connection. The SIP Express Router is able to reload
the dispatch file which contains a list of active proxy IP address and ports when it receives
a dispatcher.reload command. After reloading, load balancers send messages only to
the proxies that are listed in the file. However, applying this technique to other software
requires code-level changes.
Reliable Server Pooling
Reliable server pooling (RSerPool) [28] is an IETF standard for managing server clusters.
It allows servers to join or leave a group, and servers in the group are monitored for liveness
by management nodes called “Pool Registrars” (PR). Each group has a name with which
the client can request the service of the group. The name is called “Pool Handle” (PH).
The client first resolves the PH and gets a list of PRs. PRs are responsible for selecting
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available servers in the group and sending the list to the client. The client uses the list to
connect to servers. If a server fails, the client connects to another server in the list.
This can be applied to components on cloud platforms. For example, the media relays
can form a group and get a name called “media relay group”. The proxy is configured with
a group name instead of a list of IP addresses. When a proxy needs to select a media relay,
it would resolve the name “media relay group” and receive a Pool Registrar. The Pool
Registrar would build a list of selected media relays and present it to the proxy. The proxy
can then use the list to pick media relay. If a media relay fails, it can pick another from the
list or ask the PR for another list.
RSerPool is a software building block for components. As such, it is only useful if
the components must be built from scratch or can be augmented at the code level with
RserPool. Conrad, et al. [26] presents a short guideline for building a SIP proxy cluster
using RSerPool. The authors use the domain name of proxy servers as the Pool Handle
(PH), which can be resolved to IP addresses by Pool Registrars. The scheme has the added
benefit that, if the Pool Handle cannot be resolved, regular DNS mechanisms can be used to
resolve the domain name. However, as we argued, the authors assume that SIP clients are
Pool Users, supporting the case that existing SIP software needs to be modified to handle
RSerPool. The authors also do not show an implementation and evaluation of their scheme.
Sharing a single contact address
Syzmaniak et al. [106] describes a way for multiple servers to share a single contact address
by utilizing mobile IP version 6 (MIPv6). This can be applied to the problem of configuring
failover components. The benefit of using a single contact address is clear: it allows static
configuration up front, and failovers are handled dynamically behind the scenes.
MIPv6 supports this kind of behavior through an entity called “home agent” and by
separating two addresses: a contact address and a care-of address. The contact address is
the single address that is shared by a group of servers. The care-of address is an address
used by an individual server. The home agent’s task is to receive the message destined for
the contact address and relay it to one of the individual server, while keeping track of which
sender was redirected to which server. In a cluster of servers, one of the servers can be the
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home agent for all the other servers. The home agent handles failover transparently.
Applying this to voice services, each group of components can have a single contact
address. For example, all conference servers may share a single contact address. The
proxy can then be statically configured with just one IP address, i.e., the contact address
of conference servers. One of the conference servers acts as a home agent and relays all
messages to individual conference servers. If a conference server fails, the home agent can
then start sending new incoming calls to another one that’s available.
How to handle a home agent failure is not clear. Another server would take over as
home agent but the original home agent’s knowledge of existing client-host matches will be
lost. This is not a problem for new incoming calls.
7.6.3 Summary
There were two problems that were not solvable with simple automatic failover used in this
project: the DNS cache problem and the static configuration problem. The first problem
may be solved by making clients smarter, that is, more aggressive in trying to contact
load balancers, remembering load balancers, and proactively re-registering in case of a
load balancer fault. The second problem may be solved by using components that allow
dynamic configurations, by building components that use RSerPool or by using “home
address” techniques from mobile IP version 6. These solutions have potential to make the
system more resilient to component faults.
7.7 Conclusion
As SIP and RTP-based telephony services migrate to cloud platforms, the scalability and
high availability of such systems become more important due to the real-time scalability of
cloud platforms. In this chapter, we focused on high availability; we analyzed how single
component faults affect service availability and identified several problems that a service
provider would likely face when deploying such systems on cloud.
One problem is with DNS resolvers that cache records from authoritative servers. An-
other problem is with using components that do not allow failover targets to be dynamically
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configured on the fly. It has been shown through experiment results that a simple failover
strategy works in a small-scale system. However, this is not a good solution for cloud
platforms where scale can easily vary.
Since we implemented a real system on Amazon EC2 and experimented on that system,
we were able to share our results and experiences to write recommendations on how to build
a system resilient to component faults. The two recommendations are to use smarter clients
for DNS and load balancer faults, and to use dynamic configuration tools when deploying




SIP server clusters are the new switchboards of Internet telephony. Telephony applications
and critical infrastructure such as emergency calling services rely on SIP server clusters to
provide functionally correct, scalable, and highly available service.
In this thesis, we presented various aspects of SIP server clusters. Evaluating different
architectures in terms of availability and scalability (Chapter 4) is not straightforward and so
we proposed a framework using abstract elements that allows us to compare the availability
and scalability of those architectures.
In chapters 5, 6 and 7, we described the promises and challenges of utilizing cloud
platforms for SIP proxy clusters. The promise of cloud platforms is virtually unlimited
computational resources at cheap prices. Chapter 5 describes how to exploit cloud plat-
forms for dynamic scaling of SIP proxy clusters. Chapter 6 presents a method to temporarily
overcome temporary latency variations on cloud platforms using latency-sensitive load dis-
tribution. Virtual machines on cloud platforms are unreliable. Chapter 7 explores single
component faults and their affects on a SIP server cluster.
Tying the three chapters together, we can build a cloud-based telecommunications ser-
vice that grows and shrinks on demand, is responsive despite latency variations of virtual
machines, and is tolerant of single component faults in the cloud. The Load Scaling Manager
(LSM), introduced in Chapter 5, is the glue that binds these different techniques together
into one coherent system. The LSM decides scaling up or down based on available ag-
gregate load on the cluster. The LSM checks the health status of all nodes so that if a
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component fails, another node of the same type is booted up to replace the failing node.
Latency-sensitive processing is not handled by LSM because the mechanism is distributed
by design: SIP proxies opt-in to get a certain amount of load from the Front-End Queue (a
replacement of the load balancer). The LSM would then monitor the FEQ for the call rate
and aggregate call load on the system.
A shortcoming of our system is that call sessions are not replicated across SIP proxies.
Session replication is necessary for higher availability level such as AL4 where subscribers are
oblivious to any failures in the system. The lack of replication puts our system availability
level at AL3, at most. However, using mechanisms like buddy replication (Section 4.5) would
boost availability level to AL4. It would also minimize risk of changing the architecture
described above, because buddy replication simply adds an in-memory cache to the existing
SIP proxy. Other aspects of the system design would remain the same.
It is my hope that the findings reported in this thesis will hold up to be necessary steps
towards building a perfect telephony service; one that is functionally correct, massively
scalable, and always available.
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